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ABSTRACT
Lankston, Robert Wayne, Ph.D., April 1975 Geology
A Geophysical Investigation in the Bitterroot Valley, Western 
Montana (ll2 p.)
Director: Anthony Qamar
A map of the complete Bouguer anomaly for the Bitterroot Valley 
in western Montana is produced and interpreted to yield the general 
geometry of Cenozoic valley fill sediments. Various steps in pro­
cessing the gravity data are discussed including lowpass, frequency 
domain filtering and two and three dimensional modeling.
Refraction and reflection seismic data are analyzed for the area 
north of Stevensville to verify the models generated from the gravity 
data and to investigate the possibility of using seismic methods 
to gain meaningful data for ground water prospecting.
A map of the total magnetic intensity is presented for the area 
north of Stevensville. Depth estimates based upon the magnetic data 
indicate anomalies originating from several levels in the subsur­
face in the vicinity of Ambrose Creek. Ihree dimensional modeling 
of the magnetic field verified the existence of a multilayer 
anomalous body.
Integrated geophysical analysis combining gravity and magnetics 
models, downward continuation of the magnetic field, and seismic 
refraction data indicates the existence of a continuous surface 
which extends from the eastern face of the Bitterroot Range and 
intersects the anomalous magnetic body in the Ambrose Creek area.
This surface may be a gravity glide surface.
Ihe study introduces a set of basic geophysical data which can be 
used for further studies in groundwater, economic geology, or re­
gional structural geology in western Montana.
ii
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
Purpose and Scope
The Bitterroot Valley in western Montana is an area undergoing 
rapid growth (Montana Almanac, 1957)* Related to the growth are prob­
lems of planning, zoning, and resource management. Groundwater and 
surface water are two resources intimately involved in these problems. 
Only two hydrogeologic studies have been conducted in the Bitterroot 
Valley (McMurtry, et al., 1959, and Nolan, 1973)*
Althou^ the present study was undertaken with the intention of 
providing geophysical data relevant to groundwater resources, problems 
which developed during the course of the research limited direct data 
on the amount of groundwater in the valley. On the other hand this 
study does present basic geophysical data collected in the Bitterroot 
Valley which allow large scale structures observed around the valley 
to be mapped in the subsurface and which subsequently act as a basis 
for more detailed studies of groundwater and regional geologic struc­
ture. This study provides an example of some of the geophysical 
programs and procedures which can be useful in valley fill studies in 
western Montana.
In addition to providing relevant geophysical data on groundwater 
resources, a second intention of this study was to investigate the utili­
zation of basic, inexpensive surface geophysical techniques. Engineering 
methods of seismic exploration can provide direct data on groundwater 
conditions in the Bitterroot Valley. Gravimetric and surface magnetic 
methods yield data on regional geologic structure. The engineering
1
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seismic and potential field methods of geophysical exploration are 
relatively inexpensive and, when they are coupled with proper computer 
processing of the field data and synergistic evaluation, models of the 
subsurface can be constructed which are useful to the groundwater 
hydrologist, stratigrapher, and structural geologist.
No attempt is made in this study to relate the calculated geophysi­
cal models of the Bitterroot Valley to all of the known structures in the 
region surrounding the valley. The only previous geophysical study in 
the valley (Manghnani and Hower, I962) is so limited that no attempt 
has been made to relate its results to the results of the present study. 
The three parts of this study, l) potential field surveys, 2) seismic 
surveys, and 3) computer modeling and analysis, provide data on forma­
tion densities, magnetic susceptibilities, porosities, seismic velo­
cities, and water storage volume and provide supporting data for re­
gional structural geologic studies.
Geologic Setting
The Bitterroot Valley, south of Missoula, Montana, is approxi­
mately fifty miles (80 km) long and up to twelve miles (19 km) wide 
with the long axis extending in a generally north-south direction. The 
valley is bounded on the west and south by the Bitterroot Mountain 
Range and on the east by the Sapphire Mountain Range. The Bitterroot 
Mountains comprise the Idaho Bathollth in the southern two thirds of 
the range, metamorphosed Precambrian sediments in the northern third 
of the range, and the Frontal Zone Gneiss along the entire eastern 
edge of the range. The Idaho Batholith is a complex late Cretaceous
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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to early Tertiary granitic intrusive (Ferguson, 1972)• The Frontal 
Zone Gneiss which hounds the west margin of the valley may represent 
a gravity glide "plane" along which rocks now comprising the Sapphire 
Mountain Range slid off of the rising Idaho Batholith (Ron Chase, per­
sonal communication). The Sapphire Mountains are composed largely of 
Precambrian Belt Group sedimentary rocks.
The surface of the Bitterroot Valley is generally flat and is 
mantled by a veneer of less than 5OO' (153 km) of Quaternary alluvium.
The present course of the Bitterroot River trends northward with a 
gradient of approximately 30'/mile (5»6m/km). Under the Quaternary 
sediments is a section of valley fill sediments up to 4000 feet (1220 ra) 
thick,
The Bouguer gravity anomaly map of the entire valley is interpreted 
to yield valley fill thicknesses for most of the valley (Plates 1 and 
2). However, this study concentrates the geophysical field investigations 
and computer analyses in the area between Ambrose and Kootenai Creeks 
north of Stevensville. The geology of the concentrated study is pre­
sented in Figure 1. This area was selected for detailed investigations 
on the basis of the relatively flat gravity anomaly and the strong mag­
netic anomaly observed in reconnaisance surveys over the area and the 
ready access to the area.
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Chapter II
DATA COLLECTION AND REDUCTION
Gravimetric Survey
The gravimetric survey of the Bitterroot Valley was conducted as 
outlined by Dobrin (196O) using a Worden gravimeter. The survey 
covered the surface of the valley within the bedrock boundaries on a 
grid of approximately one mile (I.6 km) intervals. Only a few (approxi­
mately 5^) of the more than 400 gravity stations were occupied in 
the side canyons off of the main valley. The rationale for this will 
be discussed in later sections.
Reductions of the field data to the Bouguer anomaly were made with 
respect to the established gravity station at Johnson-Bell Airport in 
Missoula (980 443.844 milligals, Jesse Douglas, personal communication, 
1972). Station elevations and latitudes were taken directly from pub­
lished USGS topographic maps. Instrumental and diurnal drifts were 
determined by reoccupying daily base stations at intervals of two to 
three hours.
The Bouguer gravity anomaly was evaluated with the aid of a pro­
grammable desk calculator and a program written by Sidney Prahl. The 
program evaluated the complete Bouguer anomaly (gg) for each station 
using the relationship
gg = gg + elevation correction + terrain correction - g^
where gg is the observed gravity defined as the difference between the 
gravity value at the Johnson-Bell Airport base and the gravity difference 
between the base and the station and g^ is the calculated theoretical
5
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gravity at the station calculated from the international gravity 
formula
g^ = 978.049(1 + 0.0052884 sin^# _ 0.0000059 sin^20) gals
(Grant and West, 1966) where / is the station latitude. Tie free air 
and Bouguer effects were combined into the elevation correction. Tie 
datum was sea level and the density was assumed to be 2.67 grams/cubic 
centimeter. The elevation correction was O.O6O mgals/ft (O.I83 mgals/m). 
Terrain corrections were obtained using templates after Hammer (1939) 
and tables presented by Douglas and Prahl (1972). The terrain correction 
was determined to Zone K (32,490 feet, 9.903 km).
The Bouguer anomaly map of the Bitterroot Valley (Plate 1) has 
several known uncertainties. These arise as a result of the quality of 
the topographic maps available and the necessity of making terrain 
corrections. Problems of gravimetric surveying in western Montana are 
discussed in detail by Burfeind (1967) and Smith (19&7).
The greatest problems in gravimetric surveying in the Bitterroot 
Valley and, consequently the greatest uncertainties, are caused by the 
elevation and terrain corrections. Minimum station elevation uncertainty 
along the eastern margins of the valley is + 50 feet (l6.4 m) on the 
Sapphire (30 minute) quadrangle and + 40 feet (13*1 m) on the Cleveland 
Mountain (l5 minute) quadrangle where the contour intervals are 100 
feet and 80 feet respectively. These elevation uncertainties alone may 
contribute an error of + 3 milligals in the Bouguer anomaly in areas 
where the expected residual anomaly is between zero and five milligals. 
Though three milligals is small compared to the total anomaly across
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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the valley of up to 30 milligals (Plate l), this possible error reduces 
the reliability of the calculated valley fill thicknesses in the 
eastern areas# Calculated thicknesses in the central and western 
portions of the valley are more reliable because the locations and 
elevations can be interpolated more precisely from the available 7& 
minute maps (contour intervals between 5 and 20 feet).
A second problem in gravimetric surveying in western Montana and 
particularly the Bitterroot Valley area is the uncertainty introduced 
into the Bouguer anomaly because of the necessity of making terrain 
corrections. Although care was exercised in selecting gravity station 
locations to reduce the effects of Zones A through D (Hammer, 1939) 
(distances up to 558 feet, 170 m from the gravimeter), the rugged 
terrain surrounding the valley, the poor quality maps along the east 
edge of the valley, and the subjectivity inherent in generating a 
terrain correction allowed the introduction of an uncertainty of as 
much as + 0.1 milligal in the center of the valley and + 5 milligals 
near the valley margins with the possible error increasing with distance 
into the mountains until the probable error exceeds + 20 milligals.
These ranges were determined by two methods : a) having the terrain
correction calculated at a point by more than one person and b) calcu­
lating the terrain correction at a point by using only the highest or 
only the lowest elevation in each of the terrain correction template 
segments. The combined problems of location, elevation, and terrain 
correction discouraged establishing gravity stations outside the bed­
rock boundaries of the valley. Numerical modeling produced gravity 
anomalies which indicated that no usable information for the scope
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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of the study of the Bitterroot Valley was lost by having so few stations 
in the mountains.
Magnetic Survey
Reconnaisance magnetic surveying with a Barringer total field pre­
cession magnetometer (+10 gammas) through the northern third of the 
Bitterroot Valley indicated a magnetic hi^ near the mouth of Ambrose 
Creek canyon on the east side of the valley north of Stevensville. 
Detailed magnetic surveying with a Geometries Model G-8I6 total field 
precession magnetometer (+ 1.0 gamma) delineated a relative anomaly 
of more than ^ 0 0  gammas (Figs. 2 and 14). The reconnaisance survey 
and the detailed survey were tied together by the reoccupation of sta­
tions with both of the recording instruments. The ground level survey 
agrees very closely in anomaly shape with the aeromagnetic maps pre­
sented by Douglas (1972), USGS (1966), and Zietz, et al., (1971).
No latitude or longitude corrections were applied to the data be­
cause of the small size of the study area. Diurnal variations were de­
termined by repeated occupation of base stations at intervals of two to 
thiee hours.
Seismic Survey
Seismic surveying of the Bitterroot Valley was conducted using an 
Independent Exploration Company 24 channel analog recording system which 
incorporated an Electro-Tech oscillograph and a Southwestern Industrial 
Electronics (SIE) analog magnetic tape recorder and playback unit. A 
single channel Bison Model 1570 engineering seismograph was also used. 
The seismic survey was undertaken to check the large scale geologic
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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models generated from the potential field data. In addition, the en­
gineering refraction seismic method is a basic exploration technique 
which provides a fast and economical means for developing groundwater 
information along continuous profiles or at isolated locations. Refrac­
tion and reflection seismic data can be correlated directly to existing 
well data for extrapolation of groundwater conditions throughout a 
large area.
Both refraction and reflection seismic techniques were used to 
collect data from the areas near Ambrose Creek and Kootenai Greek north 
of Stevensville (Figs. 3 and 4). Problems in equipment condition and 
design reduced the ability of the seismic experiments to conclusively 
demonstrate the value of exploration seismic techniques for groundwater 
prospecting.
The Bison seismic system is limited in that it is designed for 
shallow refraction investigations with a hammer signal source (Axel 
Fritz, personal communication). Several of the problems described in 
a California Division of Highways report (Stevens, 1973) were encountered 
while using the Bison system in the Bitterroot Valley. In comparing 
the Bison system to other systems including a multichannel Electro- 
Tech analog system, the California researchers found problems in non­
uniformity of time scales from one sweep rate to another, different 
arrival times when hammer and explosive sources were used, and different 
travel time plots from data generated with the Bison and a multichannel 
system. ‘Hiough these problems were encountered in the survey in the 
Bitterroot Valley, no concerted attempt was made to duplicate the 
results of the Stevens (1973) report.
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For the seismic investigations in the Bitterroot Valley, the 
Bison system was used to measure near surface velocities by refraction 
techniques. Spread lengths up to 550 feet were attained with a 
sledge hammer as a signal source. However, signal return at more 
than 300 feet was minimal. The signal enhancement feature of the 
instrument had little effect because of the weak signal source and the 
generally poor transmissivity of the near-surface materials. For 
spread lengths greater than 300 feet, a pattern of ten geophones was 
used instead of a single geophone for signal reception. The ten- 
geophone pattern increased the signal-to-noise ratio by partially 
cancelling random high frequency noise near the pattern while adding 
the more coherent seismic signal. The ten-geophone pattern was usually 
arranged in a circle with a diameter of 10-15 feet (3-5 m). The Bison 
system was not used for any reflection experiments because its amplifier 
and filter circuits are not designed to record reflected seismic energy.
The 24 channel permanent recording system was used for refraction 
lines up to 2000 feet and for reflection experiments. One test using 
the Bison and the multichannel system simultaneously checked the repro­
ducibility of the California tests in the Bitterroot Valley. Figure 5 
indicates a difference of 20-30̂  between the velocities measured with 
the Bison and the multichannel system. A similar difference between 
calculated layer thicknesses suggests that care should be taken in 
interpreting Bison data gathered when using the hammer as a signal 
source.
Recording seismic reflections from the base of the valley fill 
section was limited by two basic problems. The condition and age of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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the University of Montana multichannel seismic system is such that 
considerable work needs to be done to restore it to an "on line” 
status. Unfortunately little information is now available on operating 
and maintaining üie system. The second problem is energy coupling 
to the ground. The Kinepak explosives used in this study when detonated 
at the ground surface have the disadvantage of expense, extreme noise, 
and at best moderate energy transfer Lo the ground. The present study 
was tied to surface charges because of the expense of drilling blast 
holes, Stevens (1973) reported the same disadvantages to Kinepak 
explosives.
The general field procedure for multichannel refraction surveying 
is to lay the geophone cable out to its full length, place one geophone 
per channel, and record at fairly high gain with the filter and mixer 
circuits out. For reflection recording the geophone cable is extended 
to various lengths ranging from $00 feet (15O m) to 2400 feet (730 m), 
the channel take-outs being evenly spaced along the total length of the 
cable, A pattern of eight geophones was connected to each channel 
take-out and each pattern was set in a small circle near the take-out* 
Best reflection records were obtained when the amplitude modulation 
level of the SIE tape recorder was set at 30^ using the recording 
system's internal oscillator as a reference signal. The galvonometer 
level controls were set at 50 and the amplifier gains at 20-30 on the 
Independent Exploration Company amplifiers. In addition to paper 
oscillograph records, magnetic tape records were produced with the 
filters and mixers out.
Standard procedures for analyzing the seismic data (Appendix 3)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Here employed. Travel time plots were made and analyzed (Henbest, et 
al,, 1969) for the fon/ard and reverse refraction lines. Depths to 
interfaces and angles of dip were calculated with the aid of a program 
presented by Mooney (1973)» Reflection data were analyzed with the 
aid of x^-t^ plots (Grant and West, 1966, and Dix, 1955)» Few of the 
field oscillograph records showed clear reflection arrivals. The 
reflections were in general picked from playbacks of the magnetic 
tape records which were filtered and mixed to enhance each reflection 
arrival, (As many as three distinct reflection arrivals were seen 
on some records,)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER I I I
COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF GRAVITY AND MAGNETIC DATA
Three FORTRAN programs were utilized in this study to analyze the 
gravity and magnetic data gathered in the Bitterroot Valley. An itera­
tive program for determining the thickness of the valley fill section 
from the Bouguer gravity anomaly was modified from its original form 
(Bott, i960) while the Talwani and Eifing (i960) algorithm for calculating 
gravity and vertical magnetic anomalies over irregular three dimen­
sional bodies and the Henderson (I96O) algorithm for continuing poten­
tial fields were followed exactly as presented.
The Bott Program
The Bott program was modified for application to the study of the 
Bitterroot Valley. As originally presented by Bott (196O) the program 
assumes a flat valley surface. This is reasonable only in the center 
of the Bitterroot Valley. Because of the desirability of analyzing the 
gravity data from the ground surface (Burfeind, 1967), the program was 
modified to account for irregularities in the topography of the present 
valley surface. This modification provided considerable improvement 
in endpoint agreement at the valley margins (Fig. 6).
As originally presented, the computer program calculates the thick­
ness of the valley fill by iteratively applying the equation for the 
gravitational attraction of a vertical sheet of mass presented by 
Heiland (l940). A cross section of the valley is divided into a series 
of vertical, two dimensional sheets (Fig. ?)• The Bouguer anomaly 
over each of the sheets in the series is calculated. The program cal-
17
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Reference Line
n-l
L _
I__
(A)
Reference
Line
_j
I___
LJ
LJ (B)
Figure ?• Assumed, sedimentary valley configuration for applica­
tion of the Bott program. (A) Original version of the program 
assumes a flat valley surface. The vertical thickness of 
each sheet is calculated at the sheets' centerpoints (P^).
The calculated anomaly at each P. is the sum of the effects of 
each of the n sheets. The difference between the calculated 
and observed anomalies is used to adjust the calculated 
sheet thickness. The calculation, comparison, and recalcula­
tion proceeds through eight iterations, (b ) Modified version 
of the program corrects for surface topography. All the steps 
in the original version are followed. In addition, the 
gravitational effects of the shaded areas are calculated and 
subtracted from the calculated effect in the original version. 
Thus, the adjusted sheet thickness is based upon anomalies 
that are related to a geometry of sheets that is more 
correct giving a more correct subsurface profile.
19
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culates the mismatch between the observed anomaly and the calculated 
anomaly and modifies the thickness of each sheet in an effort to reduce 
the mismatch. Ihe calculation of the anomaly and modification of the 
thicknesses continues through eight iterations as suggested by Bott 
(i960). To account for surface topographic variations, the vertical 
sheet equation is applied twice in each iteration; once for the valley 
fill material which is below a horizontal reference line through the 
point under consideration as in the original version, and second for 
the excess valley fill material that is above the reference line 
(Fig. 7).
For calculating sediment thickness in the Bitterroot Valley, the 
Bouguer gravity anomaly map was initially digitized at one quarter mile 
intervals along west to east trending profiles. The profiles were 
visually inspected, and an anticipated geologic cross section was 
imagined bearing in mind that to a first approximation the gravity 
anomaly was directly reflecting the bedrock topography multiplied by 
a constant. The geologic cross sections resulting from executions of 
the modified Bott program were difficult to interpret in light of the 
anticipated geologic results because of high amplitude irregularities 
(noise) in the calculated bedrock profiles (Fig. 6). The smooth 
Bouguer anomalies (Plates 3a-3f* for example) were expected to yield 
smooth bedrock topography profiles. In addition to not agreeing with 
the anticipated results the calculated profiles led the interpreter 
to a geologic conclusion which was not reasonable. The two dimensional 
assumption required by the Bott program would force the conclusion that 
the pre-Tertiary floor of the Bitterroot Valley is a series of sheer
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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cliffs with faces as hi^ as $000 feet (l»52 km) and extending for 
distances of several miles in directions perpendicular to the plane 
of the profile. Although such a geometry is a geologic possibility, 
it was dismissed in this case because of the preliminary inspection 
of the gravity anomaly profiles and because no correlation of the 
irregularities could be found between parallel lines as little as 
one mile apart.
The noise was assumed to be inherent in the Bott algorithm.
Both the original and modified Bott programs yielded noisy profiles 
(Fig, 6). In attempting to solve the noise problem, the program was 
changed to allow more than the eight iterations Bott suggested in 
i960. It was assumed that more iterations would improve convergence 
of the algorithm and thus provide a smoother profile. However, more 
iterations increased the amplitude of the irregularities while fewer 
iterations reduced the amplitude of the irregularities (Fig. 8). No 
attempt was made to solve this problem, though the following discussion 
illustrates one approach toward the solution which is analogous to 
one published by Oldenburg (197^).
The Bouguer anomaly above each of the vertical sheets of mass into 
which a profile of the valley was subdivided for application of the 
Bott program is the sum of the gravity effects of all the sheets of 
mass in the profile. Thus the calculated elevation at each point is 
related to the calculated elevation at every other point. Any attempt 
to remove the noise from one elevation point must take into account 
the effect the removal at that point has upon all the other points 
in the profile. It is assumed, therefore, that a noise function
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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exists which is the noise amplitude at each point in the profile»
The assumption is made, based upon the shape of the Bouguer anomaly 
profiles, that the desired, true topography function is a low fre­
quency function while the noise is a higher frequency function. The 
calculated bedrock topography is thus the sum, point for point, of 
the noise and the true topography functions.
One method of separating low frequency components out of a func­
tion is by the application of a lowpass filter to the function. A 
very sharp, one dimensional, frequency domain, zero phase-shift, low- 
pass filter was designed for application to the topographic output of 
the Bott program (after Bendix, 1966, Dean, 1958* Fuller, 196?, Seismo­
graph Service Corp., I969, Nettleton, 1973» Cooley and Tukey, I965» 
and Zurflueh, 196?).
The lowpass filter smoothed the input topography profile. Output 
of the filter showed only the topography related to the low frequency 
components whose wavelengths were equal to or longer than the cutoff 
wavelength. Figure 8 shows the results of three different iteration 
schemes in the Bott program. Each output from the Bott program was 
used as input to the lowpass filter (cutoff wavelength equal to 750 
feet, 218 m). The number of iterations was varied in the second part 
of the Bott program which employed an assumption of infinite planes 
of mass to make corrections in the calculated valley fill thicknesses.
To test the validity of applying the lowpass filter to the 
topography calculated by the Bott program, the Bouguer anomaly was 
calculated from the topographies input and output from the filter 
program. The Bouguer anomalies were calculated using equations and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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nomographs presented by Nettleton (1942). The root mean square (RMS) 
error between the observed Bouguer anomaly and the anomaly calculated 
from the topography output by the Bott program (filter input) is 
1.73 railligals/21 stations. The RMS error for the output of the filter 
program is 1.76 milligals/21 stations. These are the same number 
considering the uncertainty in the Bouguer anomaly. The observed 
and the two calculated Bouguer anomaly curves are presented in Figure 
9. Because the two methods converge numerically to the same value, 
the topographic output of the Bott program versus the output of the 
filter program must be weighed on their geologic credibility. Taking 
into account the general shape of the anomaly and the two dimensional 
assumptions employed by the inversion procedure the filtered topo­
graphy is superior.
Because the Bouguer anomaly data collected in the Bitterroot Valley 
should not be used to resolve features with horizontal dimensions less 
than one mile (I.6 km), the Bouguer anomaly was digitized at a one 
mile (1.6 km) sample spacing and input to the Bott program. A comparison 
between the one mile sampled input and the quarter mile sampled input 
high cut filtered at one mile is presented in Figure 10. The disad­
vantage of using one mile digitization is the loss of model detail 
that might be available from the Bouguer anomaly map. However, both 
the filtering approach and the one mile digitization approach minimize 
problems of using one data point for each model point.
All of the elevations on the bedrock topography map (Plate 2) were 
generated by the original Bott program as modified to account for sur­
face topography and by digitizing the Bouguer anomaly map at one
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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mile intervals along profiles extending from west to east, the area of 
less uncertainty in the Bouguer anomaly to the area of more uncertainty. 
The distance between the west-east profiles was one mile (1.6 km). All 
of the calculations assume a constant bedrock to valley fill density 
contrast of -O.5 gm/cc (Burfeind, 1967, and Cook, et al., 196?).
The above mentioned topographic irregularities appear when the 
ratio of the horizontal width of the sheet of mass to its vertical thick­
ness is small. If the gravity data can be digitized reliably at short 
intervals, the analysis program should provide a comparably reliable 
output. The noise observed in this study should not occur. The Bott 
program consists of two parts, of which the second appears to introduce 
the irregularities. The second part of the program iteratively applies 
the equation for an infinite horizontal sheet of mass to reduce the er­
ror between the calculated anomaly and the observed anomaly by modifying 
the thickness of the valley fill. Figure 8 suggests that fewer itera­
tions through the second part of the program would reduce the noise prob­
lem. Perhaps the iterations in the second part of the program using the 
horizontal sheet equation should be replaced with calculations using the 
vertical sheet equation as is used in part one of the program. Initial 
tests of this hypothesis indicate it to be correct,though no complete 
study was attempted.
The Talwani and Ewing Program
The Talwani and Ewing (196O) program calculates the Bouguer gravity 
and the vertical magnetic anomalies over any irregular, three dimensional 
body (Fig. 11).
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This versatile program has the ability of summing the effects of 
more than one anomalous body. However, the coordinates of the poly­
gonal vertices of each lamina of each body must be read into the program 
in the same sense, i.e., all clockwise, because the sign of the calcu­
lated anomaly is dependent upon the direction in which the vertices are 
read. Because the program incorporates Simpson*s Rule for integration, the 
effects of at least four laminae must be summed to begin to obtain a good 
numerical solution. The program can generate several forms of output.
The form used in this study assumed all the output data to be on a 
flat, horizontal surface. The output surface was a 25X25 point grid.
The grid spacing was varied for different models from 0.1 to 0.5 miles 
(0.l6 to 0.8 km).
The Talwani and Ewing program was used to generate a gravity field 
over a hypothetical valley fill situation (grid spacing equal to 0.25 
miles, O.if km). The generated Bouguer anomaly, digitized at one quarter 
mile (0.4 km) intervals was input to the Bott program. As was predic­
table from potential field theory, the modeled geologic section output of 
the Bott program agreed very closely with a cross section of the three 
dimensional Talwani and Ewing model (Fig. 12). In addition, 93*7 per 
cent of the total gravity anomaly due to the valley fill was seen between 
the bedrock boundaries of the model valley. This test illustrated that 
the Bott program could yield satisfactory geologic cross sections, even 
at short digitization intervals if the anomaly is smooth. However, the 
test suggested that care must be taken when applying the Bott program to 
actual field data in which are compounded the uncertainties of surveying 
plus the unknown lateral and vertical density changes in the valley
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Figure 11» A sample lamina for the Talwani and Ewing three- 
dimensional modeling program. Lamina (L) represents one of 
the several laminae which would be used to approximate the 
cylinder to be modeled. Of course, the more vertices (V^) 
which are incorporated into each lamina, the closer the 
lamina will approximate the cross section of the body. 
Furthermore, the more laminae used in the model, the more 
the calculated anomaly will approach the true anomaly of 
the body. Output options of the program allow the anomaly 
to be calculated on any horizontal plane or at any selected 
discrete points in space for which the x-y-z coordinates are 
given.
29
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fill and the surrounding bedrock as well as the bedrock topographic 
changes. For the width and thickness of the hypothetical valley (di­
mensions chosen to be similar to the Bitterroot Valley), the length of 
the valley had to be twenty miles (32 km) before the anomaly in the 
center of the valley showed negligible effects of the ends of the valley. 
Application of the Bott program to model data from profiles not in the 
center of the model valley yielded valley fill thicknesses that varied 
by more than 10 per cent from the expected values. Ihis is also predic­
table because the Bott program is based upon the assumption that the 
valley has an infinitely long axis.
Another calculation of the gravity anomaly with the Talwani and 
E»fing program involved a hypothetical gravel body buried within the 
valley fill section (grid spacing equal to 0.5 miles, 0.8 km). The 
gravel body, approximately one mile (1.6 km) long, 1000 feet (305 m) 
wide, and 100 feet (30.5 m) thick, was assumed to have a density of 
0.1 grams per cubic centimeter less than the valley fill sediments 
surrounding it. These calculations were necessary to determine the 
possibility of finding potential underground water storage aquifers 
with gravimetric techniques (Hall and Hajnal, 1962). The results of 
the test are presented in digital map form in Figure 13» Figure 13a and 
Figure 13b show the slight differences between the valley fill model and 
the valley fill with the gravel stringer in it. The residual map (Fig. 
13c), the difference between Figures 13a and 13b, indicate a 0.41 mgal 
maximum anomaly over the gravel body and suggests that for this situation, 
gravimetry is unable to delineate the potential aquifer. Figure 13d is 
the total anomaly calculated with the gravel body at the surface. The
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-16.00 Calculated Bouguer Anomaly in miliigals and station location
Figure 13# Digital map output for the gravel bar models.
(a ) Model of hypothetical valley without the gravel bar. 
(s) Model of valley with gravel bar. (c) Residual sap. 
Map A - Map B. (D) Model with gravel bar a.t the surface. 
The main part of the gravel body is 1000 feet (305 m) wide 
and 100 feet (31 m) thick. Ihe density of the gravel body 
was assumed to be 0.1 grams/cubic centimeter less than the 
surrounding valley fill sediments.
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calculated anomalies indicate that even the effects of surface stream 
gravels are difficult to separate from the anomaly of the whole valley 
fill section. In order to see the anomaly of either gravel body, the 
field data would have to be generated at 0.1 mile (0.l6 km) intervals 
and have a reliability of + 0.01 miliigals. In addition, the true 
thickness of the valley fill sediments would have to be known on a 
similarly dense grid to enable the separation of the anomaly due to 
variations in depth to bedrock from the anomaly due to the gravel body.
The Talwani and Ewing program was used extensively to find a set 
of physical and geological parameters that would yield a magnetic 
anomaly map that corresponded closely to the observed field in the 
vicinity of Ambrose Creek (Fig. 14).
The assumption was made that the calculated vertical magnetic ano­
maly would be within ^  of an observed total field anomaly because of the 
inclination of the magnetic field in the area (?l°)(Deel and Howe, 19^8). 
The observed field is presented in Figure 14. One possible anomalous 
body is presented in Figure 15 and its calculated field is presented in 
Figure l6. The susceptibilities used in the modeling are not all ob­
served at the surface. The average value of the susceptibilities (Table 
1) measured at the surface is 300 X ]0”^cgs. This value was used for 
the surface layer of the anomalous body. The lower layers of the body 
are assumed to have a magnetic susceptibility of 3000 X 10 ^ cgs. This 
susceptibility was chosen on the basis of depth estimates using Peters* 
(1949) and Nettleton*s (1942) methods. In addition to using the 
average value of the surface susceptibilities, the polygonal outline 
of the surface layer was held fixed to the outline of the igneous body
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 14. Total magnetic intensity map of the Ambrose Creek 
area. Station locations are presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 16» Calculated vertical magnetic field over the 
proposed magnetic body in the Ambrose Creek area.
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Table 1. Magnetic susceptibilities from samples collected in the
vicinity of Ambrose Creek. The susceptibilities were mea­
sured on a Bison susceptibility bridge. All samples were 
rock chips or soil and were measured in standardized sample 
bottles. No cores were measured. Sample locations are indi­
cated in Figure 2.
Sample
Number
Calculated
Susceptibility
Rock Type Remarks
SS-Î
SS-2
SS-3
SS-4
SS-5a
0
0
0 X
52 X 10"xcgs 
1316 X 10’ cgs
Granodiorite chips 
Metamorphosed Belt 
Metamorphosed Belt 
Soil sample 
Granite
Weathered sample
SS-5b
SS-5b*
SS-6a
SS-6b
SS-6c
490 X lO’xCgs 
312 X 10" cgs 
0 /
121 X 10" cgs 
0
Granite
Granite
Metasediment
Granite
Amphibolite
Float sample 
Fresh sample 
Weathered sample
SS-6d
SS-7a
SS-7b
SS-7b*
SS-7c
177 X lO’^cgs 
0 
0 
0 
0
Basic sill 
Tertiary sediments 
Tertiary sediments 
Tertiary sediments 
Tertiary sediments
Highly weathered 
Sand unit 
Volcanic ash 
Volcanic ash 
Galcite cemented sand
SS-7d*
SS-8
SS-9
SS-10
SS-11.
0 X
48 X 10 cgs 
0 X 
127 X 10" cgs 
0
Tertiary sediments 
Soil sample 
Soil sample 
Soil sample 
Tertiary sediments
Sand below soil 
Volcanic ash
SS-12 0 Tertiary sediments Volcanic ash
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observed at the surface in the vicinity of Ambrose Creek, Nevertheless, 
the model presented is nonunique though the observed and calculated 
anomalies are very similar in amplitude and contour pattern. Dif­
ferences in the two anomalies can be attributed in part to the dif­
ferent density of data points on the two maps. To eliminate this 
possible problem, an output option of the Talwani and Eifing program 
could be used that calculates the magnetic field only at the points 
where measurements of the total field were actually observed. This 
option was not used because of the poor control on subsurface rock types 
and magnetic susceptibilities.
The Henderson Program
A third FORTRAN program, employed in analyzing the magnetic data, 
followed an algorithm and set of coefficients presented by Henderson 
(i960) for upward and downward continuation and first and second 
derivatives. Continuation involves the application of a mathematical 
operator to the observed anomaly such that a new anomaly is calculated 
at a higher or lower datum. The observed magnetic field in the Ambrose 
Greek area was continued downward in order to locate the top of the 
proposed anomalous body in the center of the valley. The top of the 
body was located above the level at which the continued data showed 
oscillations (after suggestions by Peters, 1949» and Rudman, et al., 
1971), A limitation of this program is that the field can be continued 
up or down only in integer multiples of the input data grid spacing.
Cross section GG* (Fig. 23) presents the results of downward 
continuing the magnetic data observed in the northern Bitterroot Valley
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by one and two grid units, 0.5 and 1.0 miles (0.8 and 1.6 km), 
respectively.
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Chapter IV 
RESULTS
Inspection of the Bouguer gravity map (Plate 1) indicates several 
general features. The anomaly pattern follows the bedrock outcrop 
pattern very closely on the western margin of the valley. The anomaly 
pattern along the east margin of the valley is very irregular indi­
cating that the eastern wall of the Bitterroot Valley has a different 
structural origin than the western margin. The Bouguer gravity anomaly 
map of this study and the Montana gravity map presented by Bonini, et 
al., (1973) generally agree with respect to the north south trend of the 
anomaly and the irregular contour pattern on the east side of the valley.
Tifo geologic features along the east side of the valley probably 
account for the large negative anomalies near Ambrose Creek north of 
Stevensville and near Willow Creek north of Hamilton. In both areas, 
the depression in the Bouguer anomaly corresponds very closely to ig­
neous bodies observed at the surface in the two areas.
Bedrock appears to extend continuously from the exposed face of itie 
Bitterroot Range under the western half of the valley with no discernible, 
high amplitude, high angle normal faults. However, a several mile wide 
zone of low amplitude, high angle faults may exist. Ibe gravity data 
of this study can not be used to distinguish between a smoothly sloping 
bedrock surface and an intricately faulted surface with low amplitude 
faults (Fig. 17).
The apparent bedrock high north of Victor is probably related to a 
thinner section of valley fill rather than a bedrock density change.
40
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The high occurs in an area where the gravity data is as precise as 
possible in this study. The elevation, location and terrain correc­
tion errors were minimal in this area. A thinner section of valley 
fill is preferred over a denser bedrock because the increase in density 
would have to be on the order of 1.5 to 2 grams/cubic centimeter.
This increase would certainly place the underlying rocks in a range of 
densities not commonly found in crustal rocks. The density increase 
was calculated using Nettleton's (1940) method.
The calculated valley fill thicknesses along the eastern edge of 
the valley have some uncertainty as discussed in a previous section.
This uncertainty is compounded by the large igneous bodies in Ambrose
and Willow Creeks. The densities of the granite are slightly less
(Presley, 1970) than the 2.6? grams/cubic centimeter density used in 
this study to calculate the Bouguer anomaly. Therefore, part of the 
depression in the gravity anomaly is due to the lower density in the
igneous body (Bott, I962) and not to the lower density in valley fill
material. Because the igneous bodies are at the surface, a much 
smaller density change can account for the observed anomaly than in 
the case above for the Victor area»
The dip of the Frontal Zone Gneiss on the eastern front of the 
Bitterroot Range varies from 20-30°. The calculated dip of the bedrock 
surface as it continues under the western part of the valley is 10-20°. 
This dip is verified both from gravimetric and seismic data (Fig. 18 
and 19). In addition to verification of the average dip of the bedrock 
surface, the correspondence of the gravity and seismic results indicates 
that the assumed average density contrast of O.5 grams/cubic centimeter
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between the valley fill and the bedrock is an adequate assumption 
for the Bitterroot Valley (Figs. 18 and 19).
Refraction data from the Ambrose and Kootenai Creek areas indicate 
four formation velocity ranges (Table 2). Though Table 2 appears sim­
plistic, such a tabulation is required if the refraction method is to 
satisfy the requirement of being an economical and viable method for 
measuring the groundwater reserves. A comparison of seismic refraction 
results with existing well data (Fig. 20) indicates that the wells pene­
trated into the 7000-8000 feet per second velocity zone and appear to 
be producing groundwater from that zone. More data is needed to extend 
the correlation to other parts of the valley.
Table 2. Formation velocities and geologic interpretation, Kootenai and 
Ambrose Creek areas.
Velocity Interpretation
700-2000 ft/sec Dry, near surface weathered zone
2000-4000 ft/sec Dry, less weathered Cenozoic deposits
4000-8000 ft/sec Water saturated, possibly Tertiary deposits
above 10000 ft/sec Bedrock
Although the gravity data may be insufficient to resolve structural 
features with dimensions less than one square mile (2.56 square kilo­
meters), they can test regional tectonic theories. A popular idea is 
that the Sapphire Mountain Range slid off of the rising Idaho Batholith. 
The Frontal Zone Gneiss is hypothesized as the zone of deformation 
along which the overlying plate of Belt sediments and batholithic rocks 
was transported. The face of the Bitterroot Range exposed at the western 
edge of the valley may represent the zone of maximum deformation with
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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the extent of deformation decreasing westward into the range (Ron Chase, 
personal communication). Thus the total thickness of the Frontal Zone 
Gneiss may be as much as 1.25 miles (2 km) or more. Such an extensive 
unit should be traceable with geophysical techniques. Three lines of 
evidence developed in this study allow the surface which comprises the 
eastern face of the Bitterroot Range to be continuously traced at depth 
beneath the valley fill sediments. A fourth line of evidence verifies 
the position of the surface in the western portions of the valley and 
suggests a possible thickness for the Frontal Zone Gneiss in that area.
The first line of evidence is based upon the assumption that there 
is little high amplitude, high angle faulting in the western part of the 
Bitterroot Valley (Plate 2). Also, the assumption is made that the glide 
surface can be described by a fairly simple mathematical expression. One 
possible expression is based upon a power curve of the form;
z = c x̂
where Z is the vertical position, X is horizontal position and and 
are two constants to be determined. The major geologic assumption is 
that the surface exposed at the front of the Bitterroot Range extends 
under the Bitterroot Valley and is the contact that divides the valley 
fill sediments from the bedrock. By plotting the calculated bedrock 
elevations with respect to distance from the mountain front on full 
logarithmic scales and fitting a straight line to the points, the re­
lationship between the elevation and distance can be determined. By 
extending the line to greater distances from the mountain front, the 
position of the surface can be computed anywhere. Figure 21 illustrates
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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n8 9 10 30 40
Figure 21# Power curve fit of calculated bedrock elevations» This 
plot is an average of several such graphs prepared in the 
Kootenai-Ambrose Creek areas. The Z-axis is in kilofeet with 
respect to an arbitrary datum. The elevations plotted are 
bedrock elevations calculated by the Bott program and taken 
from the topographic map of the area. Figure 22 shows where 
the power curve from this approximation would lie along cross 
section BE*.
 ̂ —  “
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the plotting procedure and Figure 22 illustrates how the surface would 
plot with respect to the western part of the valley and also its loca­
tion relative to the proposed magnetic body in the east. Similar analy­
ses of other cross sections through the magnetic body follow Figure 
22 very closely.
The second line of evidence for the existence of the glide surface 
is seen in the downward continuation of the observed magnetic field in 
the Ambrose Creek area. Figure 23 shows the observed field and two 
levels of downward continuation, 2640 and 5280 (0.8 and 1.6 km) below 
the surface. The observed profile and the profile from the 2640 foot 
(0.8 km) level have the same anomaly pattern. The lower profile, how­
ever, has a slightly higher amplitude as expected. The profile at the 
5280 foot (1.6 km) level, though, shows some oscillation» an indication 
that the field has been continued below the surface of the disturbing 
body (Peters, 1949)* The 5280 foot (1.6 km) level corresponds to a 
plane 100-200 feet (30.5 to 6l m) below the surface of the lower most 
layer in the proposed magnetic body.
Though the shape of the calculated anomalous body is nonunique, 
the correspondence of the three surfaces, 1) the surface between the 
third and fourth layers in the model (elevation = 1200 feet, 366 m, 
below sea level), 2) the "glide surface" from the power curve approxi­
mation (elevation =) 1000 feet, 305 m, below sea level), and 3) the 
surface from the downward continuation (elevation = 1280 feet, 390 m, 
below sea level, indicate that a geophysical discontinuity of some 
nature exists in that area.
The reflection seismic data lends limited evidence to the existence
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• Observed anomaly at the surface 
o Anomaly continued downward 2640' (805m.)
to elevation of 1360' (450m.)
A Anomaly continued downward 5280' (1610 m.) 
to elevation of -1280' (-420m.)
Figure 23% Comparison of two levels of downward continuation 
with observed total intensity magnetic data in the center 
of the Bitterroot Valley* The anomaly continued to 1370 
feet (4l8 ra) retains most of the character of the original 
anomaly* However» the anomaly continued to -1260 feet 
(-390 m) shows high frequency oscillations, an Indication 
that the primary assumption of downward continuation has 
been violated) e*g*» the level of continuation is below the 
surface of the anomalous body.
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of the above surface because the reflection experiments were conducted 
too far to the west. However, the seismic data collected near the 
Bitterroot River between Kootenai and Ambrose Greeks indicates three 
reflecting horizons (Table 3» Figure 22, and Appendix III).
Table 3* Results of reflection seismic experiments on the Ravalli
National Wildlife Refuge. Shot location, NE corner. Sec. 3, 
T9N, R20W.
Interval Interval Velocity Interpretation
Surface - 2000 ft. 7500 ft/sec Cenozoic valley fill
2000 - 3300 ft. 13200 ft/sec Frontal Zone Gneiss
3300 - 9600 ft. 12700 ft/sec Frontal Zone Gneiss
9600 - ? Idaho Batholith
The first reflecting horizon is the valley fill-bedrock interface.
Ihe depth to this interface agrees within 10 percent of the depth calcu­
lated from the gravity data (Fig. 22). The second reflecting horizon is 
presumed to be a surface within the Frontal Zone Gneiss. The lowest 
reflecting horizon may represent the base of the Frontal Zone Gneiss.
The total thickness agrees fairly closely to thicknesses of the Frontal 
Zone Gneiss measured near the front of the Bitterroot Range (Ron Chase, 
personal communication).
Planimetric analysis of the calculated bedrock topography map (Plate 
2) indicates that the total volume of Cenozoic deposits in the Bitterroot 
Valley is of ihe order of 70 cubic miles (29O cubic kilometers). Assuming 
an average porosity of 20 percent, and assuming that all of that is 
filled with groundwater, the valley could potentially hold 14 cubic 
miles (57 cubic kilometers) of water. Of this, four cubic miles (16 
cubic kilometers) of groundwater would be within the top 400 feet
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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( l 2 2  m) of the valley fill section.
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Chapter V
CONCLUSIONS
Basic surface geophysical techniques, as outlined in this study, 
are an inexpensive means of generating subsurface information in the 
search for groundwater resources. Unfortunately, the volume of data 
provided by such methods does not yield any firm information that can be 
used entirely as a replacement for actual well drilling. Seismic re­
fraction and well log data can be correlated, and the seismic refrac­
tion method appears to be the best of the geophysical methods investi­
gated in this study for locating groundwater reserves. Gravity arei 
magnetic techniques do not give direct information on groundwater re­
sources, but they do yield regional structural information. The data 
of this study say nothing about how much groundwater is actually con­
tained within the valley fill sediments, nor do they say anything about 
the volume of water which can be produced or what percentage of that pro­
duced would be usable. Permeability of an aquifer is best evaluated in 
downhole tests either by pumping or geophysical logging, and water 
quality can be determined only after a sample is obtained.
The seismic refraction method offers the best possibilities for 
generating subsurface data that can be used as a guide to water well 
drilling. Certainly the refraction data from two sites can not be 
considered as a guide for groundwater prospecting in the whole valley. 
Perhaps a program of reporting all refraction data to the Montana Bu­
reau of Mines and Geology, as is required for driller's data, could be 
established. This would allow a correlation of refraction data and
54
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driller's data to be made and subsequently provide an improved guide 
to geophysical groundwater prospecting. A complication might exist, 
however, before the correlation of the two sets of data could be con­
fidently undertaken. That is, few of the water well logs submitted to 
the state are prepared by trained geologists or groundwater hydrolo- 
gists.
In addition to the limited information generated on groundwater 
reserves, the seismic data in this study provide two pieces of infor­
mation valuable in regional structural geologic studies. Seismic re­
sults from the Kootenai and Ambrose Creek areas indicate that the depth 
to bedrock calculated from gravity data is very close to that calculated 
from the seismic data. Thus, the assumed average density of the valley 
fill section of O.5 grams/cubic centimeter less than the surrounding 
bedrock is correct.
Furthermore, the presence of at least two reflecting horizons in the 
western part of the valley indicates that the Frontal Zone Gneiss can be 
traced at depth with seismic reflection techniques. The dip of the 
gneiss appears to decrease from 20° at the western margin of the valley 
to as little as 15° three miles (5 km) east of the mountain front.
The average formation velocity of the valley fill sediments ranges 
from 6500 to 8500 feet per second. The lowest velocities are observed 
in the center of the valley. This is explained by suggesting that the 
Bitterroot River has always favored the center of the valley. The less 
consolidated and more water saturated sediments there would be expected 
to have a lower velocity than the more strongly cemented sediments 
outside the central portions of the valley.
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With the block of geophysical data available through the present 
study in the Bitterroot Valley, future studies will have a definite 
starting point. The groundwater prospector can combine new and existing 
well data and new engineering seismic data to help reduce the number of 
dry wells drilled for groundwater in the valley.
The present preliminary geophysical study in the Bitterroot Valley 
invites further geophysical research to define the regional geologic 
structure. The two best tools for such future studies will be the 
reflection seismograph and the magnetometer. Both tools could be com­
bined to define precisely the configuration of the proposed magnetic 
body and the Frontal Zone Gneiss at depth. The hi^ precision now 
available in airborne raagnetometry and digital seismic recording and 
processing should allow even subtle features like low amplitude normal 
faults in the valley floor to be interpreted. The answer to the compli­
cated question of the regional geology in western Montana will only be 
obtained when synergistic geophysical data are thoroughly integrated 
with surface geologic data.
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Appendix I 
GRAVITY DATA
The following tabulation contains the information compiled to 
present the Bouguer gravity anomaly map (Plate l) of the Bitterroot 
Valley. The field notes, map of station locations, and preliminary 
Bouguer anomaly map are available throu^ üie University of Montana 
Department of Geology.
Station numbers in the tabulation between 400 and ^ 0 0  are in the 
Ambrose Creek area and are called AC-1 through AC-99 in the field 
notes. Station numbers greater than $00 were incorporated from a 
small survey initiated by Gary Crosby. These stations correspond to 
stations numbered 390 to $00 in the field notes. Stations 1 through 
6l were also incorporated from a survey initiated by Gary Crosby.
Station numbers 158 through 1?4 are from a survey conducted by Jesse 
K. Douglas in the presentation of his master’s thesis (1972).
Station numbers not appearing in the following table indicate that 
these stations were not used in this study. All field readings have been 
referred to the established base station at Johnson-Bell Airport in 
Missoula. The column labeled observed gravity is the milligal difference 
between the field observation station and the airport station.
Several base stations were carried forward from the airport station 
to reduce the necessity of traveling to the airport during the surveying. 
All but one of these base stations were used in the determination of 
the Bouguer anomaly and therefore appear in the following table. It is 
not recommended that the field observation stations be used as bases
57
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for subsequent studies because positioning the gravimeter on the abso­
lute location of the base station may not be possible.
The one base station that could be used in future studies is in 
the basement of the Science Complex on the campus of the University of 
Montana. The gravity value is 980,446.583 milligals in the center of 
the north edge of the pier in the Earthquake Laboratory.
The small circles on Plate 2 indicate station locations.
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s t a t i o n
NUMBER
s t a t i o n
l l e v a t i o n
[M E T E R S ]
S TATIO N
LA T IT U D E
[D E O . N ]
s t a t i o n
LONGITUDE
CDEG. W ]
OBSERVED
GRAVITY
[MGALSD
BOUGUER
a n o m a l y
CMGALS]
1
2
4
b
1103.4 
1033.6 
1075.9
1098.5 
1143.0
46.5738
46.5738
46.5738
46.5738 
46.5760
114.0925
114.1080
114.1242
114.1301
114.1427
-47.281
-53.289
-59.328
-62.555
-59.367
-176.3
-173.5
-170.0
-168.2
-153.9
b
7
8 
y
10
1252.7
1353.3 
1389.9
983.9
1067.4
46.5789
46.5802
46.5825
46.5738
46*5662
114.1555
114.1761
114.1814
114.0654
114.0546
-90.570
-107.625
-124.602
-49.883
-55.648
-159.5
-152.0
-161.6
-181.4
-170.2
11
12
13
14 
lb
1021.7
1057.4
990.0
991.5
995.8
46.5662
46.5662 
46.5892 
46.6030 
46.6174
114.0329
114.0020
114.0884
114.0864
114.0880
-58.281 
—63.562 
“43.492 
-41.133 
-41.852
-181.9
-180.0
=174.6
-173.0
-173.9
lb
17
Iti
19
20
993.6
1090.6
1121.7
1205.5
1243.6
46.6317
46.4370
46.4370 
46.5910 
46.5430
114.0784
114.1516
114.1611
114.1792
114.1977
-41.477
-61.477
-71.625
-91.797
-100.375
-175.2
-160.9
-159.1
-148.2
-159.9
21
22
23
24 
2b
1034.6
1009.2
1004.0
1037.5
1104.6
46.5300
46.5300 
46.5280 
46.5200 
46.1590
114.1304
114.1115
114.0867
114.0656
114.0453
-57.703
-55.625
-59.086
-66.961
-81.930
-173.5
-177.2
-182.6
-183.1
-184.6
2b
27
2d
29
30
1132.0
1161.3
972.0
972.0
965.0
46.5190
46.5180
46.7570
46.7480
46.7360
114.0236
114.0018
114.0822
114.0630
114.0801
-80.344
-80.242
-6.523
-7.750
-9.414
-177.7
-171.0
-156.1
-156.2
-157.8
31
3x
33
34
35
964.7
1003.1 
1000.7
1024.1 
1021.4
46.7230
46.5170
46.5190
46.5130
46.5340
114.0774
114.0967
114.1183
114.0809
114.0654
—16.047 
—60.625 
-56.891 
—65.620 
-62.203
-163.3
-183.0
-179.0
-184.0
-182.7
36
37 
3fa
39
40
998.5
992.4
994.9
995.2
1042.4
46.5540
46.5880
46.6110
46.6310
46.6410
114.0654
114.0465
114.0380
114.0385
114.0166
-54.898
-49.789
-46.477
-42.273
-46.258
-181.8
-180.9
-179.1
-176.5
-171.8
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s t a t i o n
n u m b e r
STATION
ELEVATION
[METERS]
S TA T IO N
L A T IT U D E
[D E O . N ]
s t a t i o n
LONGITUDE
CDEG. W ]
o b s e r v e d
g r a v i t y
CMGALS]
BOUGUER
a n o m a l y
CM G ALS]
41 1U93.9 46.6430 113.9904 -53.844 -169.3
42 1143.6 46.6470 113.9699 -58.937 -164.7
43 1240.8 46.6380 113.9445 -80.086 -164.5
44 1310.9 46.6320 113.9271 -94.187 -163.5
4b 981.5 46.6750 114.0812 -23.008 -161.1
46 1075.9 46.8070 114.0350 -75.414 -159.1
47 1033.3 46.7940 114.0462 —65.117 -156.2
48 1146.7 46.7780 113.9570 -91.586 -157.1
49 1195.1 46.7530 113.9409 -104.828 -155.0
bO 1269.8 46.7230 113.9023 -124.500 -158.6
51 1241.5 46.7340 113.9161 -117.281 -157.7
bx 1229.3 46.7370 113.9344 -112.617 -156.0
bb 1177.7 46.7650 113.9400 -100.289 -154.5
54 1158.8 46.7740 113.9444 -94.852 -157.1
bb 1143.0 46.7800 113.9651 -89.789 -156.2
56 1124.1 46.7830 113.9826 -86.172 -157.2
57 1095.1 46.7830 114.0022 -89.352 -165.6
58 1061.9 46.7840 114.0264 -72.039 -155.5
59 986.6 46.8030 114.0663 -58.016 -159.1
60 972.9 46.8060 114.0814 -52.469 -156.4
ol 960.7 46.8180 114.0644 -51.141 -158.9
63 957.4 46.7870 114.0925 -.133 -155.8
64 963.2 46.7640 114.0623 -3.305 -155.0
bb 970.8 46.7580 114.0734 2.578 -147.1
68 1046.7 46.7910 114.0365 -16.484 -154.5
69 1097.3 46.7830 114.0389 -27.461 -154.3
70 1084.5 46.7790 114.0424 -25.734 -154.5
71 969.3 46.7710 114.0590 -5.305 -156.5
72 1138.4 46.7680 114.0455 -20.641 -137.0
73 975.4 46.8150 114.0920 -2.312 -156.5
74 975.4 46.7950 114.0997 -5.125 -156.8
75 972.3 46.7690 114.0792 -3.266 -154.1
76 963.2 46.7480 114.0648 -5.805 -155.9
77 972.3 46.7030 114.0772 -25.875 -169.6
78 970.8 46.6880 114.0782 -24.141 -166.6
79 978.4 46.6690 114.0789 -28.875 -167.7
80 1055.2 46.6960 114.0917 -41.258 -166.5
81 l055.b 46.6810 114.0922 -32.813 -154.2
82 1115.6 46.6740 114.1045 -48.406 -155.2
83 972.0 46.6690 114.0563 -28.031 -170.1
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s t a t i o n
n u m b e r
s t a t i o n
ELEVATION
[METERS]
S TA TIO N
LA T IT U D E
[D E G . NJ
STATION 
LONGITUDE 
[DEG. W]
OBSERVED
GRAVITY
CMGALS]
BOUGUER
a n o m a l y
CMGALS]
ü4 995.2 46.6460 114.0789 -38.375 -173.2
faS 977.2 46.6300 114.0535 -38.773 -176.4
8b 1008.3 46.6480 114.0385 -38.531 -171.6
87 1021.1 46.6580 114.0312 -34.828 -166.1
88 1024.1 46.6690 114.0257 -30.781 -161.9
89 1164.3 46.6760 114.0035 -57.430 -160.4
90 986.0 46.6810 114.0299 -23.711 -163.0
91 1040.9 46.6950 114.0334 -30.195 -158.7
92 1115.6 46.6920 114.0233 -43.750 -156.6
93 1277.1 46.6990 114.0037 -73.672 -153.1
94 1426.5 46.7080 113.9980 -102.906 -153.0
9b 982.4 46.7070 114.0337 -19.523 -160.8
9b 963.2 46.7350 114.0711 —10.367 -159,5
97 963.2 46.7280 114.0532 -10.828 -159.2
98 963.2 46.7210 114.0478 -12.031 -159.6
99 996.1 46.7310 114.0437 -16.492 -158.2
100 1072.9 46.7340 114.0216 -31.102 -157.0
101 1130.8 46.7400 114.0017 -43.781 -159.0
102 1197.9 46.7400 113.9804 -57.508 -159.4
103 963.2 46.7160 114.0546 -15.016 -162.4
104 1103.4 46.7220 114.0229 -38.820 -157.1
lOb 1182.6 46.6990 114.1146 -62.273 -160.0
lOb 1249.7 46.6880 114.1164 -77.523 -158.9
107 1170.4 46.6630 114.1061 —61.242 -156,1
108 1200.9 46.6570 114.1075 -70.547 -158.9
109 1106.4 46.6560 114.0993 -51.977 -161.0
110 1025.7 46.5010 114.0826 -67.039 -183.8
111 1053.1 46.5010 114.0654 -71.336 -182.7
112 1082.0 46.5010 114.0455 -74.086 -179.7
113 1112.5 46.5010 114.0238 -76.812 -176.4
114 1141.5 46.5010 114.0018 -78.922 -172.1
lib 1204.0 46.4840 113.9776 -93.078 -172.3
118 1234.4 46.4790 113.9576 -104.625 -177.0
117 1298.4 46.4630 113.9387 -114.898 -173.4
118 1325.9 46.4530 113.9221 -126.172 -176.2
119 1356.4 46.4410 113.9123 -134.523 -176.4
120 1402.1 46.4270 113.9057 -148.531 -179.6
122 1216.2 46.4760 113.9929 -98.375 -174.5
123 1129.3 46.4840 114.0234 -84.820 -179.4
124 1164.3 46.4770 114.0027 -91.289 -178.0
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s t a t i o n  s t a t i o n  s t a t i o n  s t a t i o n  o b s e r v e d  b o u g u e r
n u m b e r  e l e v a t i o n  l a t i t u d e  l o n g i t u d e  g r a v i t y  a n o m a l y
[METERS] [DEG. N] [DEG. W] CMGALS] CMGALS]
lEb 1216.2 46.4720 114.0095 -101.836 -172.4
126 1231.4 46.4580 114.0080 -101.445 -172.8
127 1188.7 46.4570 114.0299 -95.867 -175.9
126 1178.1 46.4720 114.0301 -94.859 -178.6
129 1103.4 46.4820 114.0485 -82.375 -182.0
13Ü 1051.6 46.4850 114.0664 -71.812 -182.0
131 1019.6 46.4850 114.0897 —65.445 -182.0
132 979.9 46.4720 114.0897 -64.656 -187.9
133 1012.9 46.4570 114.0912 -65.680 -181.0
134 1033.3 46.4570 114.0777 —69.766 -180.1
135 1015.0 46.4420 114.0940 -65.539 -179.1
136 1027.2 46.4420 114.0731 -68.141 -179.2
137 1143.0 46.4430 114.0536 -89.187 -177.2
136 1252.7 46.4520 113.9880 -112.125 -178.4
139 1319.6 46.4520 113.9666 -122.289 -175.0
14U 1022.3 46.4240 114.0967 -67.844 -178.3
141 1033.0 46.4240 114.0728 -67.750 -176.0
142 1086.6 46.4270 114.0515 -82.164 -176.9
143 1133.9 46.4270 114.0314 -92.148 -180.1
144 1065.3 46.4420 114.0528 -72.750 -173.4
145 1129.3 46.4420 114.0286 -82.930 -173.3
146 1015.3 46.4420 114.1154 -66.117 -179.4
147 1022.6 46.4420 114.1349 -67.180 -178.8
148 1034.6 46.4420 114.1462 -69.937 -178.9
149 1033.3 46.4270 114.1473 -70.648 -178.7
15U 1036.3 46.4130 114.1437 -73.227 -179.7
151 1021.1 46.4130 114.1264 -69.227 -179.1
152 1024.1 46.4130 114.1121 -69.977 -179.2
153 1025.7 46.4090 114.0938 -70.805 -179.3
154 1029.6 46.3970 114.0933 -73.695 -180.3
155 1091.2 46.3970 114.0684 -84.031 -178.2
156 1129.6 46.3970 114.0508 -89.836 -176.2
157 1193.3 46.3970 114.0347 -100.242 -173.6
l6l 1059.5 46.5740 114.0018 -57.047 -171.0
173 1052.5 46.5600 114.0018 -54.656 -171.4
174 1034.5 46.5600 114.0236 -53.086 -173.4
175 1051.9 46.4137 114.1678 -77.172 -180.2
176 1083.3 46.4287 114.1678 -80.625 -177.7
177 1067.7 46.4465 114.1678 -75.675 -176.7
176 1127.6 46.4658 114.2141 -97.000 -165.6
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J a TION s t a t i o n STATION STATION o b s e r v e d BOUGUEF
n u m b e r ELEVATION LATITUDE LONGITUDE GRAVITY ANOMAL)
CMETERS] CDE6. N] [DEG. W] [MGALS] [MGALS:
179 1228.3 46.4960 114.1920 -96.727 -165.4
162 1601.7 46.4370 114.2209 -173.492 -160.8
183 1074.4 46.4559 114.1679 -71.906 -171.7
184 1106.4 46.4721 114.1674 -74.789 -168.8
185 1050.0 46.4721 114.1448 -66.352 -173.5
18b 1072.9 46.4903 114.1475 -67.344 -170.9
187 1037.5 46.5008 114.1463 -62.297 -174.0
188 1002.5 46.5000 114.1232 -56.977 -177.1
169 1004.3 46.4885 114.1271 -57.766 -176.6
19(J 1015.0 46.4721 114.1296 -61.719 -177.2
191 1086.6 46.4544 114.1362 -66.391 -166.3
192 1082.0 46.4175 114.1890 -78.844 -174.3
193 1117.1 46.4171 114.2093 -83.391 -170.4
194 1152.1 46.4155 114.2209 -87.219 -165.4
195 1116.6 46.3990 114.1997 -93.062 -180.9
196 1202.7 46.3940 114.2209 -103.250 -172.6
197 1123.5 46.3610 114.1993 -95.969 -181.1
198 1175.9 46.3810 114.2209 —99.406 -173.0
199 1243.6 46.3791 114.2405 -108.242 -163.0
20 Ü 1089.7 46.3854 114.1784 -94.562 -187.7
201 1085.7 46.3996 114.1782 -89.125 -184.2
202 1051.6 46.3998 114.1462 -81.672 -184.1
205 1048.5 46.3854 114.1465 -94.836 -196.6
204 1075.6 46.3782 114.1678 -93.766 -189.4
205 1120.1 46.3660 114.1940 -98.086 -183.2
206 1147.0 46.3530 114.1942 -106.297 -184.4
207 1238.1 46.3530 114.2146 -116.891 -175.6
208 1132.0 46.3421 114.1992 -103.539 -163.4
209 1082.0 46.3415 114.1709 -101.000 -191.7
210 1180.8 46.3330 114.2209 -105.148 -173.6
211 1228.3 46.3210 114.2209 -114.523 -172.0
212 1150.6 46.3240 114.1927 -108.094 -182.9
213 1079.0 46.3124 114.1737 -99.852 -188.5
214 1063.1 46.3134 114.1561 -99.719 -192.0
215 1056.4 46.3283 114.1560 -98.336 -193.4
216 1052.2 46.3421 114.1556 -96.430 -193.6
217 1058.0 46.3566 114.1558 -95.211 -190.8
218 1061.9 46.3710 114.1558 -92.680 -190.5
219 1098.8 46.3710 144.1777 -99.008 -189.1
220 1066.8 46.3259 144.1729 -98.047 -190.3
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s t a t i o n
n u m b e r
s t a t i o n
e l e v a t i o n
[M E T E R S ]
STATION
l a t i t u d e
[DEG. N]
s t a t i o n
LONGITUDE
[D E G . W]
o b s e r v e d
GRAVITY
[MGALS]
b o u g u e r
a n o m a l y
[MGALS]
221 1033.9 46.3819 114.1046 —80.062 -184.6
222 1036.3 46.3709 114.1046 -83.211 -186.2
223 1056.7 46.3709 114.0821 -66.766 -165.5
224 1092.7 46.3778 114.0623 -90.586 -182.8
22b 1109.8 46.3888 114.0615 -93.937 -183.6
226 1167.4 46.3798 114.0399 -103.492 -180.7
227 1107.9 46.3620 114.0618 -92.344 -180.0
226 1115.6 46.3560 114.0608 -96.023 -181.6
229 1130.8 46.3400 114.0611 -92.789 -174.0
23Ü 1072.6 46.3460 114.0629 -94.367 -187.7
231 1072.9 46.3570 114.0830 -91.336 -182.0
32 1041.5 46.3570 114.1046 -86.992 -187.7
233 1045.2 46.3460 114.1204 -93.586 -192.7
234 1053.1 46.3255 114.1196 -97.695 -193.4
23b 1058.0 46.3129 114.1359 “100.617 -194.1
236 1057.4 46.3255 114.1030 -97.375 -192.1
237 1096.1 46.3255 114.0814 -103.180 -190.0
23b 1141.8 46.3255 114.0618 -109.695 -186.9
239 1228.0 46.3246 114.0336 -125.047 -183.5
24 b 1289.3 46.3270 114.0188 -134.383 -181.1
241 1417.3 46.3393 113.9980 -165.164 -187.5
242 1341.1 46.3266 114.0086 -148.312 -184.6
240 1176.5 46.3130 114.0415 -115.828 -183.5
244 1117.1 46.3130 114.0615 -109.047 -190.2
24b 1044.9 46.3132 114.1133 -99.742 -195.6
246 1077.5 46.2986 114.1678 -100.578 -188.4
247 1123.2 46.3024 114.1890 -104.211 -182.5
246 1181.4 46.3090 114.2113 -109.o02 -175.4
249 1254.6 46.2986 114.2207 -123.187 -172.3
250 1225.3 46.2876 114.2206 -116.898 -170.5
251 1107.9 46.2876 114.1950 -100.750 -180.5
252 1231.4 46.2693 114.2209 -122.422 -172.6
253 1155.8 46.2692 114.1992 -111.742 -180.6
254 1150.6 46.2547 114.1993 -114.359 -182.6
255 1249.7 46.2554 114.2204 -127.523 -172.6
999 1109.5 46.2692 114.1779 -107.867 -186.4
256 1092.7 46.2550 114.1779 -107.109 -187.5
257 1065.3 46.2887 114.1628 -100.141 -189.7
256 1084.2 46.2552 114.1563 -109.172 -192.0
259 1074.4 46.2690 114.1561 -103.734 -189.6
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,tA f I O N s t a t i o n STATION s t a t i o n o b s e r v e d BOUGUEF
NUMBER e l e v a t i o n LATITUDE LONGITUDE GRAVITY ANOMAL'i
[METERS] CDEG. N] CDEG. W] [MGALS] CMGALS;
2bU 1067.1 46.2840 114.1399 -103.539 -192.5
261 1062.2 46.2986 114.1410 -101.820 -193.1
262 1083.9 46.3130 114.0672 -102.789 -191.0
263 1132.6 46.2985 114.0618 -110.867 -187.9
264 1185.1 46.2985 114.0412 -123.422 -188.6
26b 1229.6 46.2980 114.0183 -132.789 -187.8
260 1258.8 46.2951 114.0017 -140.406 -189.1
267 1310.6 46.2960 113.9816 -154.203 -192.4
268 1386.8 46.2940 113.9570 -171.695 -194.4
269 1118.0 46.2952 114.0870 -113.656 -193.6
270 1065.9 46.2985 114.1146 -102.578 -193.2
271 1085.1 46.2841 114.1146 -107.773 -191.5
272 1118.6 46.2770 114.0930 -115.953 -194.0
273 1140.0 46.2770 114.0714 -119.055 -189.2
274 1200.3 46.2770 114.0312 -131.000 -192.4
27b 1237.5 46.2770 114.0297 -138.281 -191.6
276 1338.1 46.2770 114.0073 -153.141 -185.1
277 1088.1 46.2681 114.1354 -111.680 -194.9
27b 1101.9 46.2547 114.1359 -116.758 -196.0
279 1147.6 46.2541 114.0716 -121.672 -191.7
280 1030.5 46.5892 114.0234 -57.164 -180.9
281 1121.7 46.6032 113.9867 -72.539 -174.7
282 1094.2 46.5885 114.0018 -69:250 -180.3
283 1140.0 46.5883 113.9679 -72.164 -173.8
284 1194.8 46.6035 113.9380 -78.531 -170.7
2db 1243.6 46.6180 113.9184 -85.891 -167,2
286 1341.1 46.6211 113.8954 -107.523 -170.2
287 1511.8 46.6015 113.8555 -138.367 -165.4
288 1658.1 46.6035 113.8256 -171.906 -168.8
289 1414.3 46.blOO 113.8741 -122.414 -169.6
290 1255.8 46.6044 113.9209 -94.047 -171.7
291 1116.8 46.5736 113.9595 —67.008 -172.0
292 1084.5 46.5736j 113.9806 -66.562 -178.2
293 990.0 46.5581 114.0864 -51.398 -180.3
294 998.2 46.5412 114.1005 -52.477 -177.6
29b 1033.3 46.5519 114.1201 -55.281 -173.4
29b 996.4 46.5581 114.1026 -50.617 -177.5
297 1095.1 46.5588 113.9814 -64.969 -173.0
298 1134.8 46.5588 113.9598 -76.258 -176.2
299 1255.8 46.5430 113.9183 -97.312 -171.4
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n u m b e r
s t a t i o n
e l e v a t i o n
[M E T E R S ]
s t a t i o n
L A T IT U D E
CDEG. N ]
s t a t i o n  
LONGITUDE 
CDEG. W]
o b s e r v e d
GRAVITY
CMGALS]
BOUGUER
a n o m a l y
CM GALS]
300 1341.1 46.5414 113.8970 -117.133 -173.8
301 1536.2 46.5339 113.8756 -160.422 -177.4
302 1731.3 46.5220 113.8618 -188.477 -164.7
303 1466.1 46.5472 113.8763 -143.516 -175.6
304 1524.0 46.5589 113.8756 -147.664 -169.6
305 1423.4 46.5657 113.8950 -131.711 -174.0
30b 1240.5 46.5543 113.9380 -95.297 -173.7
307 1058.0 46.5448 114.0234 -65.078 -179.4
006 1098.2 46.5303 114.0246 -71.734 -176.7
309 1086.6 46.5337 114.0420 -72.359 -180.0
310 1645.9 46.2956 113.9199 -217.180 -188.3
311 1798.3 46.3129 113.9442 -241.687 -184.0
31^ 1767.8 46.3371 113.9576 -252.844 -203.7
313 1706.9 46.3394 113.9676 -257.281 -221.1
314 1090.9 46.2409 114.1563 -111.898 -192.1
315 1092.7 46.2265 114.1563 -112.305 -190.7
31b 1100.0 46.2113 114.1561 -113.492 -183.7
317 1108.6 46.1968 114.1561 -115.062 -187.5
3ib 1118.0 46.1824 114.1561 -116.156 -185.1
319 1082.0 46.1682 114.1639 -114.781 -180.6
320 1146.0 46.1542 114.1375 -126.961 -185.8
321 1204.0 46.1444 114.0917 -143.977 -188.4
322 1216.2 46.1388 114.0731 -153.578 -190.1
323 1275.6 46.1301 114.0480 -165.937 -189.9
324 1200.9 46.1464 114.1138 -134.422 -179.7
32b 1131.7 46.1968 114.1347 -121.352 -189.3
32b 1149.1 46.1972 114.1143 -124.336 -189.0
327 1135.4 46.2115 114.1143 -124.500 -193.3
32b 1124.7 46.2113 114.1304 -121.422 -192.3
329 1109.2 46.2371 114.1349 -120.414 -196.9
330 1145.1 46.2290 114.1113 -127.117 -195.5
331 1163.7 46.2262 114.0928 -122.195 -186.5
332 1206.4 46.2115 114.0927 -138.359 -192.7
333 1216.2 46.1972 114.0927 -138.250 -189.3
334 1156.7 46.1535 114.1636 -126.156 -181.8
33b 1173.5 46.1384 114.1593 -131.773 -181.8
336 1161.3 46.1107 114.1694 -132.359 -179.3
337 1156.4 46.0956 114.1794 -129.945 -175.0
33b 1248.2 46.0962 114.2056 -147.477 -174.3
339 1181.1 46.1064 114.2053 -134.703 -182.1
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JAI ION s t a t i o n STATION s t a t i o n o b s e r v e d BOUGUEF
n u m b e r e l e v a t i o n l a t i t u d e l o n g i t u d e g r a v i t y ANOMAL'
[METERS] CDEG. N] CDEG. W] CMGALS] CMGALS
34 b 1155.8 46.1107 114.1844 ”126.641 -174.6
341 1190.9 46.1207 114.2038 -135.391 -178.3
342 1236.9 46.1207 114.2242 -137.844 -172.6
343 1143.0 46.1244 114.1827 -125.484 -179.3
344 1191.8 46.1276 114.2038 -135.906 -180.3
34b 1219.2 46.2430 114.2209 -123.508 -173.5
346 1127.8 46.2404 114.1938 -112.047 -183.8
347 1151.8 46.2265 114.2078 -112.312 -175.5
346 1107.9 46.2265 114.1889 -109.148 -184.1
349 1116.2 46.2113 114.1781 -112.062 -184.8
3bO 1122.6 46.1968 114.'.781 -114.523 -182.9
351 1123.2 46.1824 114.1642 -113.187 -179.6
352 1124.1 46.1680 114.1842 -114.023 -178.5
353 1130.8 46.1535 114.1844 -118.359 -179.2
354 1133.9 46.1384 114.1772 -123.109 -181.0
35b 1141.5 46.1384 114.1975 -124.297 -180.7
356 1136.0 46.1535 114.2023 -118.922 -177.7
357 1186.3 46.1682 114.2040 -123.422 -174.6
356 1120.1 46.2442 114.1144 -122.125 -197.1
359 1141.5 46.2442 114.0930 -125.750 -196.2
3b (J 1157.6 46.2371 114.0630 -125.570 -191.9
3bl 1204.0 46.1747 114.0714 -141.227 -191.8
3b2 1234.4 46.1718 114.0503 -150.695 -192.6
3b3 1246.2 46.1586 114.0081 -165.297 -199.3
377 1252.7 46.1623 114.0296 -156.000 -191.4
376 1304.5 46.2688 114.2415 -134.297 -165.0
379 1542.3 46.2526 114.2501 -134.617 -160.4
380 1143.0 46.5422 113.9522 -77.953 -174.7
381 1268.0 46.5257 113.9520 -104.383 -174.4
382 1377.7 46.5124 113.9565 -118.719 -165.8
383 1117.1 46.5430 114.0018 -156.766 -171.4
384 1066.8 46.6091 114.0136 -61.687 -179.8
38b 1271.0 46.5874 114.1402 -90.766 -159.8
386 1706.9 46.5969 114.1646 -174.227 -152.5
387 1035.1 46.5892 114.1078 -48.375 -169.3
388 1033.3 46.6031 114.1078 -44.000 -167.9
389 981.5 46.6046 114.0585 -43.070 -177.7
390 979.0 46.6180 114.0651 -40.789 -177.0
4Ui 1092.8 46.5575 113.9814 -67.312 -175.5
402 1088.1 46.5582 113.9814 -66.250 -175.5
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iTa TION s t a t i o n STATION s t a t i o n OBSERVED BOUGUEF
n u m b e r e l e v a t i o n l a t i t u d e LONGITUDE GRAVITY ANOMALY
[METERS] [QEG. N] CDEG. W] CMGALS] CMGALS:
4U3 1083.2 46.5588 113.9614 -65.195 -175.5
404 1088.6 46.5588 113.9787 -65.531 -174.7
405 1095.1 46.5588 113.9760 —66.0l6 -173.8
406 1101.4 46.5588 113.9733 —66.422 -172.9
407 1117.6 46.5588 113.9706 -69.625 -172.8
406 1124.7 46.5588 113.9679 -71.266 -173.0
409 1132.5 46.5588 113.9652 -72.547 -172.6
410 1140.5 46.5568 113.9625 -73.664 -172.1
411 1155.1 46.5588 113.9598 -76.289 -171.7
412 1164.0 46.5586 113.9571 -70.406 -172.0
413 1172.6 46.5588 113.9544 -80.445 -172.2
414 1184.3 46.5586 113.9517 -82.898 -172.3
41b 1196.6 46.5588 113.9490 -65.328 -172.3
416 1206.7 46.5568 113.9463 -87.227 -171.1
417 1218.0 46.5568 113.9436 -80.898 -171.4
416 1247.3 46.5543 113.9380 -95.109 -171.3
419 1101.9 46.5534 113.9814 -69.461 -175,5
420 1095.2 46.5526 113.9814 —60.289 -175.5
421 1099.1 46.5526 113.9787 —68.781 -175.1
422 1106.5 46.5526 113.9760 -70.062 -174.9
423 1122.5 46.5526 113.9733 -73.164 -174.8
424 1131.4 46.5526 113.9706 -74.656 -174.4
425 1127.5 46.5526 113.9679 -73.742 -174.2
426 1087.5 46.5504 113.9814 -66.719 -175.1
427 1089.6 46.5484 113.9814 -67.531 -175.3
426 1095.0 46.5467 113.9614 -69.336 -175.8
429 1098.7 46.5445 113.9814 —70.664 -176.2
430 1106.4 46*5445 113.9787 -72.219 -176.2
431 1115.7 46.5445 113.9760 -74.242 -176.3
432 1112.5 46,5445 113.9733 -71.695 -174.3
433 1115.6 46.5445 113.9706 -74.164 -176.2
434 1127.8 46.5445 113.9679 -77.852 -177.5
435 1149.1 46.5445 113.9652 -80.297 -175.7
526 1079.0 46.5165 114.1399 —60.156 -173.1
527 1231.4 46.5220 114.1614 -92.906 -162.0
526 1414.3 46.5216 114.1766 -131.055 -161.5
529 1527.0 46.5125 114.1727 -153.570 -162.5
536 1682.5 46.5006 114.1957 -184.930 -162.4
539 1101.2 46.4793 114.1561 -72.547 -169.1
540 1194.8 46.4772 114.1736 -08.727 -164.0
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;t a t i o n s t a t i o n STATION s t a t i o n o b s e r v e d BOUGUER
NUMBER e l e v a t i o n l a t i t u d e LONGITUDE g r a v i t y a n o m a l y
[METERS] [DEG. N] CDEG. W] CMGALS] CMGALS]
541 1304.5 46.4930 114.1664 -109.195 -164.1
542 1450.Ü 46.5065 114.1716 -137.281 -161.8
543 1560.6 46.4988 114.1774 -161.789 -165.3
544 1284.7 46.4635 114.1829 -108.203 -164.5
545 1456.9 46.4803 114.1830 -141.625 -163.6
54b 1662.7 46.4713 114.2003 -182.617 -160.5
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Appendix II 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Five FORTRAN programs were used in this study of the Bitterroot 
Valley. The Bott (i960) program for iteratively determining the 
thickness of valley fill from the Bouguer anomaly, the Talwani and 
Ewing program (1960) for calculating gravity and magnetic fields over 
arbitrary three dimensional bodies and the Henderson (i960) program 
for generating first and second derivatives and continued fields are 
fairly well documented within the bodies of the respective programs. 
Additional information on the Talwani and Bflng program and the Hen­
derson program as used in this study is available through the Indiana 
Geological Survey, Bloomington, Indiana 47401. For flow charts of 
these three programs, the user is advised to refer to the original 
papers from which these programs were written.
The lowpass filter program used in this study is also included in 
this appendix. The program requires a Fourier transform subroutine to 
complete the filtering process. In general, the program reads the input 
signal in the spatial (time) domain, Fourier transforms into the fre­
quency domain, applies the frequency domain filter function, and in­
verse transforms the data to yield the filtered signal. The filter 
function is defined to be a very sharp, zero-phase shift filter (Fig. 
24). The Fourier transform subroutine used in this study followed 
the fast transform algorithm of Cooley and Tukey (1965). However, any 
Fourier transform program could be used with the filter program.
The following list of variables and explanations should help the
70
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user implement the lowpass filter program.
1. TITLE a 72 character title of the data to he filtered
2. N the number of equispaced points in the input signal
3. FREQ the cutoff frequency for the filter functions. This
is expressed as a wavelength and must be in the range 
2 < FREQ < (N - 1 )/2
4. SPACE the distance between the equispaced data points
5. A(I) the input signal array, not complex
6. DATA(I,J) the array used in the Fourier transform, complex
7. PLOT(I) the array used for a line printer plot of the power
spectrum atnl the filtered and unfiltered time domain 
signals
8. B(I) the filtered output signal array, not complex
9. F(I) the distance from the origin of the input signal.
This is related to SPACE.
The fifth program included in this appendix was used to calculate 
layer thicknesses and dips from the seismic refraction data. The pro­
gram has been copied (with permission) exactly as it was presented by
Mooney (1973). The input is documented in the program and the output is
self explanatory. For a discussion of the theory and a flow chart of 
the program, the user should refer to the original paper.
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Figure 24. Frequency response curve of the lowpass filter. 
FREQ is the cutoff frequency as outlined in the text. N 
is the total number of frequencies output by the Fourier 
transform program and equals the number of equispaced 
input data points. Such a sharp filter can introduce a 
“ringing" in the output of the filter. A filter with 
sloping sides would minimize the ringing. Future users of 
the lowpass filter should consider modifying the filter 
response curve to have sloping sides.
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End
I <  FREQ+I
YesNo or
>  N- FREQ
Return
Return
Read A(l)
CALL LOWPASS
CALL FILFUN
START FILFUN
START 
Main program
Amplitude = 0 
Phase = 0
Amplitude = I 
Phase = 0
DATA (I, J) = A(l)
START LOWPASS
PRINT 
A(l), filtered signal
CALL
forward Fourier transform
Read
TITLE, N, FREQ, SPACE
CALL 
Inverse Fourier 
Transform
PRINT
filtered signal (frequency 
domain)
PRINT TITLE 
sine and cosine trans­
forms and power spectrum
Figure 25» Flow chart for the lowpass filter program•
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The Lowpass Filter Program
DIMENSION TITLE<12)    .DIMENSION AI400)DOUBLE PRECISION TITLEINTEGER SPACE  -..1000 READ <2,3, END=1001) (TITLE(I),I = 1,12)READ(2,2) N.FREO,SPACEREAD(2,1) (A(I),I = 1,N) .TEMP = 0.1 FCRMAT(SF)3 FORMAT (12A6)   - -2 FCRMAT(2I,F)CALL LOPASS IN,A ,FREQ,TEMF,SPACE,TITLE)GO TO 1000 ...1001 CALL EXIT ENDSUBROUTINE LOPASS (N,A,FREQ,TEMP,SPACE.TITLE)DIMENSION TITLE(12), PL0T<75)DIMENSION F(430)dimension A(4Q0), OATA(40Q). HQRKt40Q)DIMENSION 3(400)D0U9LE PRECISION TITLECOMPLEX DATA. WORK .. _ . • —
INTEGER FREQ, TPLOTDO 1 I = 1,N . - -..DATA(I) = 0.1 OATA(I) = CMPLX(A(I)-TEMP,0.0)
103 CALL F0URT(DATA,N,1,-1,1,WORK)PRINT 100, (TITLE (I),I = 1,12)100 FORMAT <lHl,///2X,12A6f//5X,'FOURIER TRANSFOR'̂ OF 1N°UT SIGNAL',/ *5X,*1 ','FT/CYCLE',6X,'REAL',3X,1'IMAGINARY',5X,'AMPLITUDE',30X,'AMPLITUDE SPECTRUM',///)00 3 I = 1,(N+1)/2POWER = SQRT((REAL(DATA(I))*»2.) ♦(A IMSG(0ATA(I))*•2.)I/"TI = N*SPACE/(I-1)
%J ^ II _ .. .00 106 JJ = 1,75106 PLOT(JJ) = IHTPLOT = (PCHER/2) +0.5 00 107 JJ = 1,TPLOT107 PLOT(JJ) = IHX3 PRINT 2, J, TI, DATA(I), POWER,(PLOT(JJ), JJ = 1,75)2 FORMAT (1X,I5,F5.1,3F14.2,75A1)CALL FILFUN (OATA,N,FREQ,0ATA)THETA =0. - ..00 20 I = 1,N SUM =0.FTHETA =0. -..   .DO 22 J = 2,(N/2)22 SUM = SUM + REAL (DATA(J))*COSO(tJ-l)*THETA)+aiMAG(OATA(J) )1 ♦SINDt(J-1)*THETA) ..  -..-THETA = THETA - 360./NFTHETA = ( SUM ♦ REAL(DATA(1))72.)/(N/2).-20 Ftl) = FTHETA + TEMP . . .PRINT 55 FORMAT (///' FILTERED DATA, FREQUENCY DOMIAN. '/)00 6 I = l,(N+l)/2 ....J = I-l6 PRINT 7, J ,DATA(I)
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7 FORMAT (2X,I5,2F2a.2) ..WAVE = N+SPACE/FREOCALL FOURT (OATA,N,1,1,1,WORK)PRINT 9, FREQ, WAVE 00 8 I = 1,NDATA(I) = OATA(I)/FLOATfN|B(I) = REAL(DATA (in + TE“P 00 23 J = 1,6023 PLOT(J) = IHPLOT(30) = IH. -   .TPLOT =. ( (9(1) + 1500)/E0.) +0.5 PLOT(TPLOT) = 1H»TPLOT = ( (A(I) + 1500/50.) +0.5 PLOT(TPLOT) = 1H+102 FORMAT (2X15,3F15.2,*..',60A1)8 PRINT 102, I, A(I),- B(I),F(I), (PLOT(J),J -.1,60)104 CONTINUE9 FORMAK///' filtered DATA, TIKE HCMAIN, '/' CUTOFF F°FOUPNrv = *,I,' CYCLES/PERIOD WAVELENGTH ,F3.2, ' FT/CYCLE**/,' I*,7X,1'INPUT +',15X,'OUTPUT ♦',l O X 6('I....'),'I',/2,57X,'-15 0 0 ',3X,'-1QOO',5X, '-50Q',8X,'0.0',8X,3«50D',5X, '10 0 0 ',5X,'1500 '//)RETURNN .. .. .. . ... ..SUBROUTINE FILFUN (C,N,FRrO,F)DIMENSION E(400,2),F(4Q0)COMPLEX F . . .INTEGER FREQ DIMENSION C(400T ,0(400)COMPLEX C,0 .00 12 I = 1,NIFd.LE. (FREQ+1) .OR.I.GT.(N-FREQ)) GO TO 13 P = 0 —R = -AIKAG(Cd))Dd) = CMPLX (o,R)GO TO 12 .. . . . ..13 P = 1 R = 0D(I) = CMFLX(P,R)12 CONTINUE00 10 I = l.NA = REAL(Cd) )»REAL (Dd) )    -B = AIMAG(C(I)) + AI«AG(Dd))E(I,1) = A. 10 Ed,2) = B  ........00 11 I = 1,N 11 Fd) = CMPLX(E(I ,1) ,E(I,2)) RETURN . . —  . . . .. .END
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The Bott Program
C LABEL - GRAVl _    .C PROGRAM FOR DIRECT GRAVITY INTERPRETATION OF SEOIMENTAPy eASINS.C AFTER BOTT, GEOPHYSICAL JOURNAL 7.C FORTRAN 4M APRIL 1972 BY PRAHL.e FIRST DATA CARO SPECIFIES OPT, FLAT, SYSTEM, NUN, AND PEN.C IF FLAT=0, BASIN IS ASSUMED TO BE FLAT AND IF FLAT=1, INPUTC ELEVATIONS OF TOPS OF BLOCKS - ELEVtl) IK p£ET 0» METERS.0 SYSTEM = 0 FOR ENGLISH OR SYSTEM = 1 FOR HETpIC.C OEN=DENSITY CONTRAST IN GRAMS PER CUBIC CENTIMETER.C NUM=NUM OF ANOMALIES OR BLOCKS. .CC IF OPT=0, HALF WIDTH OF BLOCKS IS CONSTANT - WIN FÊT OR METERS.C OBSERVED ANOMALIES MUST BE EVENLY SPACED ( 2W BETWEEN CONSECUTIVEC OBSERVED ANOMALIES ARE AT CENTER OF BLOCKS.C ANOMALIES ) AND MUST BE AT CENTER OF BLOCKS.C SECOND DATA CARO CONTAINS TITLE OF IN°UTTEO DATA.C FOR OPT=0 THIRD DATA CARO CONTAINS HALF WIOTH - W AND LAST DATAC CAROS CONTAIN THE ELEVATIONS-,ELEV(I) ,ANO/OP THP OBSERVED ANO“ALI=’S,_C . AOBS(+>, AT CENTE- OF EACH BLOCK,.+N CONSECUT+VE O-DE- F-OM LEFT.CC IF 0PT=1, HALF WIDTHS OF BLOCKS ARE WW(I1 IN FSET OR M.pTFPS.C SECOND DATA CARO CONTAINS TITLE OF INPUTTED DATA.C FOR 0PT=1 NEXT DATA CARDS CONTAIN HALF WIDTH, WW ( I ) , AND EL'̂VATIONS,C ELEVJ+), AND/0- OBSE-VED ANOMAL+ES,AOBS(+), AT CENTE- OF EACHC BLOCK FOR EACH BLOCK IN CONSECUTIVE O’DER. FROM LÊT.CC A03S(I)=0BS£RV£D ANOMALIES IN HÎLLIGALS--OROEP 10.C BE CAREFUL WITH THE ALGEBRAIC SIGNS OF DEN AND AÔS(I).C PROGRAM CAN HANDLE ANY NUMREP OF DATA SETS IN ANY 0RC£p.C OUTPUT IS DEPTH OF BLOCKS FROM SURFACE.C DEPTHS AT END OF PROFILES WILL BE ANOMALOUS BECAUSE OF EMC ÊPÊTS.C DIMENSION T(IOO) ,AOBS JlOO), ACALC(l.QO) , AX(23) ,TT (10 0 ) , XX ( IOC ) ,WM (1 0 10»,SYSTN(41 ,ELEV (1ÛD) . .DIMENSION ELSLdOOl , TEMPKIOQ), TEMP2(1QDI DATA SYSTN/'FEET*,* ',*mETE*,'RS '/IKTEGER OPT,SYSTEM,FLAT, SETFELEVtX,H,ELOIFF)=ELOIFF*(ATAN((X-W)/ELDIFP)-AT AM((XfW)/ELDIFF) IC 9 READ (5,2Q0,END=30) (AX(I), 1=1,20)READ( 5,103) OPT,flat,SYSTEM,MUM,DEN305 WRITE; 8,203)(AX(I),1=1,20C SEDD1ENTARY INTERPRETATION ... ..C PART 1IF10PT.EQ.3)G0 TO 31  IFIFLAT.EO.O)GO TO 32 ....READ(5,10 0)(WW(I),ELEV(I).AOfiStI),I=1,NUM)GO TO 18 -32 READ t 5,100)tWWtl),A03Stl),1 = 1,NUM) -18 XXtl)=0.0
D O 34 J=l,NUM-1 34 XX«J+l) = XXtJ) tWW tJ) ♦WWtJ+ll---   .GO TO 33 31 REAOt 5,100) W . IFCFLAT.EO.OGO TO 19   . .. -...READ (5,100) ( AOBS(I), ELEV(I), 1=1, NU")GO TO 20—.19 REAO( 5,100) (ACaS(I),I = l,NUH) .320 00 69 1=1,NUM 69 ELEV(I)=0.0
76
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20 XX(U = 0.000 50 1 = 1,NUM-150 XX(I+l)=XXtI)+2.*WDO 51 1 = 1,NUM .... ..51 HWtI»=W33 IF(SYSTEH.EO.Q)GO TO 25XX3 - - - -CON1=4.191E-02CQN2=1.334E-02G T 0 2 ̂3 .. .. . ..25 XX=1 CON1=1.277E-02C0N2=4« 066E-Q3         -26 DO 1 1=1,NUM . T(I)=0.01ACALC(I) = 0,Q.. .. — . —.MM=07 00 8 1=1,NUMTH=(AOBS(I)-ACALC(U)/(C0Nl.*D£N)T(I)=T(I)+THC Ttl)—THICKNESS OR DEPTH8 ACALC(I)=0.0C CALCULATICN OF ANOMALY USING EXACT FORMULADO 2 1=1,NUM 00 2 J=1,NUM .A0CALC=O.OIF(OPT.E0.3)GO TO 3536 X=A9S(XX(J)-XX{D)H=HH(J)GO TO 37 35 B = J - I . X=2.*ABS(B)*H37 IF(FLAT.EQ.HG0 TO 66EL0IFF=0.0      -GO TO 61 66 ELDIFF=ELEV(U-£LEV(J)IF(ELDIFF.GE.O.Q) GO TO 61 . _ , .60 TEMP=TtJ«T(J»=-ELOIFFA8CALC=C0N2 +DEN+ABS ((X-W»/2. +ALQG((T(J)**2+(X-w ) **2)/(Y-H)»* 12)-(X+H)/2.*AL0G ( (T(J)**2 + (X + W)»*2>/(X + W)»*2)+T(J)*(AT AN((X-W)/T(J 2))-ATAN((X+W)/T(J)))»TtJ)=TEMP GO TO 6261 IF(ELOIFF.EQ.O.O)G0 TO 62 FELL=FELEV(X,W,ELDIFF)GO TO 6362 FELL=Q.O63 AACALC=C0N2 *DEN*ABS (tX-M)/2.*ALCGt(11J)**2+(X-w)»•2)/tX-W)* *12»-<X+M»/2.»AL0G ((T(J>**2 + (X+M»**2)/fX+W)»»?)+TfJ)*(ArAN((X-W)/T(j2)»-ATAN((X + W)/Tt J) n-FELLI 2 ACALCtI)=ACALC(I)+AACALC-ABCALCIF (MM. LE. 0» GO TO 10 C OUTPUT SECTION  00 12 1 = 1,NUM — ....ELSL(I) = ELEV(I) - T(I)12 ACALC(I)=AOBS(I)-ACALC(I).— T 2 . ... .. . -42 WRITE ( 8,204)OEN, ( (SYSTN(J) , J = KK , K<+1) , I =1, «*) , (XX ( I » , WW ( U , AOP S ( I 1),ACALC(I),T(I),ELEV(I),ELSL(I) , I = l.NUM)
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GO TO 9 .C PART ZC. IN PART 2 THE THICKNESS OR DEPTH IS ADJUSTED TO GIVE A VERY ŜALLC RESIDUAL ANOMALY...... ... .10 DO 3 K=l,85 00 4 1=1,NUMTT(I)=(AOeS(I)-ACALClI)>/(CONl •DEN)4 TII)=T(I)+TT(I)00 3 1=1,NUM00 3 J=1,NUM . . .IF(OPr.EQ.O)GO TO 3839 X=A3S(XX(J)-XX(I)H=HH(J)GO TO 40 38 e = J - IX=2.*ABS(B)*H . .C APPROXIMATION — HORIZONTAL SHEET OF "ASS40 AACALC=C0N2 •DEN*TT( J )♦ Aes( ATAN ( ( X-H) /T (J> )-ATfl( (x+w )/T f J ) ) )3 ACALC(I)=ACALC(I)+AACALCHM=1 + MMC RETURN TO PART 1 FOR FINAL STEPS—CALCULATICN OF RESIDUAL WITHC CORRECTED DEPTH OR THICKNESSGO to 7 30 CONTINUECALL E XIT — ... .....C100 FCRMAT(IOF)103 F0RMAT(4I,F) _.........200 FORMAT! 20A4)203 FORMAT! 1 PROGRAM FOR DIRECT GRAVITY INTERPRETATION OF SEOTĤ'r lA-Y 8AS + NSV/20A4//)204 FCRHAT(2X,'DENSITY CONTRAST = ', F5 .2//2X,'DISTANCE OF A ND'-AL y ' , .1'HALF WIDTH',2X,'OBSERVED ANOMALY',2X,' ERRO= ',)X,'oroTH2',4X,'ELEVATI0N'/2X,'VALUES FROM ORIGIN',3X,'OF SLOCK',8y,'MILL IDA 3LS',9X,'MILLIGAL S',1X,2(4X,2A4) /2X,'AT LEFT OF PPOFILF ',ay,7A4/9y 4,2A4//(9X,F8.1,7X,F8.1,7X,F8.3,ldX,F8.3,3X,F8.1,4X,F«.l, 4Y,PA.A,,END
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The Talwani and Ewing Program
r,At-: 3.-1 IS  A HHnoRaM iiESIGiiFD Tn Cat CuLATE THE GPAVITATTQMmL amd 
M;,t>h.ETIc ADOMaL I l S ASSü C.ATEû a I T i , AN hH 3IT R A F i LY SHAPED THREE 
Dii-'.FNSlrifjAL'riOoY ((;TvEfJ bUSCEPTTnTLlTY AND A nENSTTY Cü NTPAST bTTH
The suKRüUi'jQirjü Ma t e r i a l s ) ,  t h i s  t a s k  i s  f a c i l i t a t e d  u Y t h e  u s e  of 
So l i d  A^ULE t e l h n i q i i e s . t h e  HonY i s  Dr\/THEP i i . t o  i a m i u a e  Afin ea ch  
La m in a  i s  a p p k o x i h a t e d  b an n - s i u c d  p o l y o o n . t h e  m a g n e t i c  ano maly
IS noTATKr.i RY OALr.iL Ari.fi THF nlFFFREwrF IN Sul H, ANRLF FOP THF TOPAnli tiOTTUM OF EACH LAYER AND THEN MULTIPLYING IHlS DIFFERENCE BY THE PR.OUÜCT. UF-THE VefeTICAL■ AiAGNET.IC FIELD aNU-IHE SU.SCEPTIbILITY___Contrast, the gkavitatî.nal anomaly per lamina is obtained by
DcNSlTY CONTRAST AliO TriE GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANT. THE TOTAL ANOMALY
 LS._lHEN_.IJ;LCHLATLU. MY IU  .EORAl.lNG OVER THE ENT i RE THICKNESS OF—THE.-
BODY. THE RESULTS FRO.m i.OTH THE GRAVITATIONAL ANU MAGwETIC
WHICH CAN be  c o n t o u r e d
ThE VnPi.TTFTr.ATTOL FfiR T F FTWET ry.TA .r/^pn T< dQ FOI I n..F_______________
■CiSL UjMNS f QKI-UT_________:___________________ ITEM_____________________________________
_L_
L
J _
L
_L_cL
c
_l1c
c
c
_L_C
c-4-c
c
_ L _L_ĉc
■X-L
_c_c
_L_
L
_L_
L
-IXL_C_
L_C_c
-C-c
JL.c
_L_C_c_c
-C-
c
_$L
c
c
- L -
J L t-cL -
9 - i f jI 7-/% F d .  0 Fu.O23-dh
-Z'ir.ùU-
F b .ü
Fb.XL
_XMlN..'T.-*... -OOaDTLlAlE-FXia-uBEER J-EFJ-HAtlO-MAE-COgNER------
  Y OOROINa TE f o r  UPPER LEFT HAND .MAP CORJjER
lEP H OF F IELD p o i n t s ----------------------------------------------------------£HZ-
-i5=ÜXi_
DElTai— increment FOR GENERATING FIELD
-SCa L F F M --_ T h e -.aUGH£J-IXl-..V.aLUEL-IS-MULTIPLIED BY SCAI.EFM 
BEFORE BEING PRINTED ON MAP 
_5CALt.F.&T:=_SAME .AS SCa LEF m EXCEPT JEOR GRA VITY VALUES__Ll-bS Flb.O converti-COUVERTSs6-7f. F IS.I_r.Oi.Wh-wTp-CO.iVr rts (XrY) COORDif.!ATES 7 COnRUINATES FORFOR PROGRAM PROGR.aM USE USEconverti ND C0NVERT2 ALL COOKOINaTES MUST BE INKILOMETERS FOR-PĴ.OGRaM-USEL. THlREFjQP.E, .IE THE.Y_AR&_read IN m,TH ____ WJ DIMENSIONS£S«- .C O LVERJC ljR l = -I..a09347£19 .-.. FEET, CONVERT!],2) = U.00030486096 Mf.Tr.RS..-COMVERT n.iD>) ,=-Q-.J)nJ---
71̂ 72- -U-
kilometers, C0I.VERT(1,2) = 1.0 .s,di- CH= îg-ua;jPOINTS ARE read IN
The TnF.'.TIFTCATTCrJ roR T F SFCOmU UaTA FARD IS flS FDLLOwS
£0LUFU'1S POtR-lAl- J I E M -
JL=2_ JL2- SOLinOUT SWITCH—If̂'iaid££RQ,..-bOLJO ANGLES ARE-PRINTED FOR EACH LAMINA FPqiit— S ITCH—IF r.ONEFsQ, GFNEPATFn clFLn POINTS_3=a_ JL2_5-14 FlO.O VMFin- • ARE PRINTED OuT — V R IIC A L  MAGUETlr  F IE LD
1 5 -2 4  F lO .O  DELTaK  U S C E P Tlb lL lTY  CONTRASTp5-2b 1? PUuruG-..ITCH—IF UQN7FRÜ, GRAVITY VALUES AREL
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r pii'jrhRp OM cARnSLr HUNChiED ON cardsOld CAWnSLLL1' The Third card read in is a title card fok the model, it is read imI ,rr'w Û 7?M FOdmAT Pf-riFrCATInMCI'
cL ID E N TIF IC A TIO N for the f urth data card is as FollowsL
c.
COLut-J.S FORMAT ITEM
cr 1-34-0 13 T -X KK-NUmS R OF FIELD P.OIrjTS (=625)
c1, 7 11 J-SrtlTC.y—IF NONZERO, THE CONTRIBUTION FROM MORETHAN Or.'F Hr.DY cT.VFN ON THF SAMF MAP
c1 ti-y ■ 12 AUX-SwITCn—IF NONZERO, THE VALUES OF TERMS A,8 AMDr filvFN Fop Each sinF of fach poi yfom
cc lO-ll 1 2-̂3 12Rip.n U—-SrtlTCri~IF NONZERO, TOP OF UODY'ENDS IN A POINT ?ii-_DFpTrl TO The fOP Op YhF gopYcc 24-35 R12.0 vu— gRaVtTatioual attraction of top Point if modelFa ,-lS TM r DOT’iTc 36-37 12 T— S . v l f C n ~ I F  tJON^hROrBOTTOf'i OF BODY ENDS IN  A POINT  7T- - i iF P T  TO Trir ROT̂V̂i THf- nOOYL S O -c l F IE .O VT-—GRAV.TATION.AL ATTRACTION OF BOTTOM OF BODY IF ' EliOS I'' A POINTc
(■
62-03 12 GGG--S*1 CH—IF NONZERO,GG(M) IS PRINTED UNDER 9E12.
c( TC nuF Cûfll, ftT ThF pFfiT̂î:rfJ.~ nF FuCH 1 Af.ilMA AS FOI 1 OIhS
c
1 rnn :r..r,F format jtfmLi 1-2 TO MlflC.M--1 Af'iTHA TnFlvTTFreftTTCM i.llMriFPLr 3-12 FlO.O pi A,n Rhui;.])—-- enSity Contrast for that laminazr F ( r PTH TO TH,'\T 1
Lr 29-36 18 III..uMaER OF Polygon vertices for that laminarn i iN T iu G  THE F IR ST nt.' T%ICFLc 37-42 F6.0 OUM-S..ITCH—IF  NONZERO, THIS LAMINA HAS THE SAKE.UI-RTICF rOORDTHATFS AS PW.FV_tOUS LAMINA .
c The VEHTICE COORDlrjiTEs FOLLOW EACH LAMINA ID CARD AND HAVE THE 
-C____________ F.ULLO WING-. EORdiAT__________
Lc ■ LUUm̂ lNS-
1 11 .1 - - . . . .  .......  _.
I,. 1-1? Fip.n X(M.T)
c 13-24 F12.0 YIK,I)r 95-36 pip.n X(M. I)c 37-46 F12.0 Y(M,I)
c 49-6 r, FlP.O X ( M . T 1c
i
61-72 F12.0 Y(M,I)
û lT-U IWl W&hO-UOaL,ZEE41 OûWltod
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•SCALEFM = i , F l o . 5 , 1 5 X , » S C A L E F 6  = ' , F 1 0 . 5 , / / ,
.H X .  tCn ’JVrRTP - ,  . F I  5 .  1 J ,Q X . ,P7R - , . T J p / / )
50
k£AD( 5 , 5 0 )  SelnoU ,Fi-
P.'-it’»!/. T I 9 T 9 . 'j C1 i1 n . 9 T 9
OUTp VMFLD, DELTK, RUNG, PUNM
WRITE! 6 ,b O )  SLIr.OU ,FP 0U T , VmFLD,DELTK,PUNG,PUNM
•DELTak = • , F 1 U . 5 , 3 x , 'P U . C H G  = * , 1 2 , 3X,'PUNCHM = « , 1 2 , / / )  
Nk 1 T 1
l'iK2 = 625  
H) = 1
K2 = 95  
Xt-'IWI = X .11N
70
IF ( F Z P )  7 0 , 1 1 0 , 7 0
lifi h i ; 1 = 1 , 9  5
OC flü K = K 1 ,K 2  
F > (K )  = XMTM
F Y (K )  = YMIN
X.MTM -  + riFl T a 1
a O
AzO.U  
COLT I UF
XniIN = X M IN l  
K 5 -  K1 + ?5
K2 = k2 + 2 5
YVTM -  YMTN 4- 1 IFI T4 1goCo n t i n u e
kFf.n i 5 . i n n )  i F 9 i y  i , k r  N K i . t k P i
lOO 1 1 0 F c RMaT ( 6 ( F 1 2 . 7 ) )r:<T 1 T n  1 -  1 . 9 5
0 0  120 K = K 1 .K 2
FX(K1 = XMliM
F Y (K )  = YMIN  
F 7 Ik 1 = FP7 'XMIN = XMIN + DELTAI 
A - n .n
1 2 0 Continuexmtm - YMirjiKl = Kl + 25
K 9  -  k? +  9 5
1 3OYMIN = YMIN + UELTAlCnidT Tr.liF
luOiFtFPoUT) 140,loU.140 WRITE( .6 ,150) ..
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-X 5Q -ê C K A U T ( / /4 5 H --------------- EXX-J---------------------- EXUU_____________ FZXKJ___________ZJ_
160 DC 20n K = HK1,NK2
 IFXFPoUT.) 17ü,iyn,l7u----------------------------------------------
170 WRITE,6 ,loU) FX(K),FY K),FZ(K)
iP.Q rr iK(-XT.LlF.15*7l______________________̂__ :______________ :_____ :___________________ _
190 F F x (K )  = FX(K)
 FFY(K) = FY(K)-----------------------------------------------------
FFz (K) = F2(K) 
FX(K-)- --FX.CK.)».VEf<r-lFY(K) = FY(K)*VERT1 ?nO F7,K1 = F7(KI*VEnr9
NKl = 1 
.xK2 =- 625DO 21r, K= Nkl,NK2  SUM(K) = 0
210  F kE V (k ) = 0
> P Q  K F a n ,  5 . 9 5 1 1 .  F N n - 1 a A u l
230 FO R M A T(IH l)IF CEüFt 601 ) 1480*2-4X1-
240 W RITE(6 . 2 5 0 )  
2 5 0 F.CRMA-T 072H
* )
260 kEf.W. 5^2701 y.h.n„',Q„J»A X«-U, ZU, ------------------------------------------------
270  FORMAT( 2 1 3 , I I . 2 1 2 . 2 F 12 U, 1 2 , 2 F 1 2 . 0 , I 2 )
 WR I T E , 6 - - , 2 8 0 ) KK. HC , J *  UX,Uw2 U ,-VU* l : * Z T « V T , GGG----------------------------------------------
2rtO F O R M A T ( / / ,5 X , 'K K  = * . I 3  1 3 X , ’ MQ = » . I 3 , l 3 X , ' J  = * , I  3 , 1 6 X , « AUX = ' , 1 2 . 1
 * 3 X , «-U-- U  I 2 * * ' / * 8 x ,->Z,j--_ t-,^12-.6w4X-,-LVU-=J.,Fl-t2,6>.4X,-t-I-xJ-,-Lg->4-5XxL2T:
*  = « F 1 2 . 6 , 4 X , * VT = i , F l 2  b , / / , 5 X , » G G G  = i , I 2 , / / )
 Z7I.I X  ZU___________________________________________________________________________
ZZT = ZT 
Zb r--Zb*v<ERT2
ZT = ?T*VERT2  
290 HkzMO+l------
300  b042U M=2,MM 
 W RITE ,6 ,31.(1)
3 1 0  Fo r m a t ( / / / / 9 oh M io ( . ' i )  Rho(M) z e e (M) i i k m ) dum
 «-----------------------------------------------ZJ--------
READ( 5 , 3 2 0 )  MIL)(M) ,RH„ (Fi) ,Z E E (M ) , I I 1 ( M) ,DUM 
-32 0  FCRltA-T(—   12 . ,£ l .a^ 0 , F-1 -*0-, l b * F 8 . 0 )-
h F I T £ ( b  , 3 3 0 )  M ID(M ) ,R h O(M) ,ZEE(iVi) , H l  (M) ,üUM
33.0 F OR MAT (________T S iF l i i .A - ,  1 b . 8 ,  J21 F l  0 . 2  , / / ) _____:___
ZEE(M) = Z£E(M)+VFRT2
 U -X X iX frU ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------FibMr M-1
 IE  (014.1)3 .40,570,540____________________________________
3 4 0  I F ( W - 2 ) 3 5 ü , 3 7 ü ,35D  350 UP 35,1 1 = 1,1__
X ( M ,1 )  = X ( mU M . I )  
5 6 0  Y-I.V..X) = Ï(MUM,J_)
GOT0420
380 FORMmT(ô(F12.0)) WMTFib .390)
5 , H X
390  FORMAT (3 7 X ,  'X  ANF, Y CO;\ROINATES OF LAMINAE* , / , 7X ,  * X(M, I ) * ,  I I X ,  * Y(M
*,X)_«.llX,'X(M,I) ' .11x,jXX)1,IJ »,11X XLX.lM,5_U_,XlX,9 YIM < I ) ?, /1---
W RITE,6 ,4U0) ( X ( M , I ) ,  ( M , I ) ,  I = 1,11)DQ 41 f) .1=1 ,_I I.
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X (M tL )  = X C M t l U u g R l L -
41U Y (M, I ) = y(M»I)*VF(<Tl 
420 CONTU.uk______________430 IF(U)44u,45Ü.44ü 
440 Mn=l___________
Z £ E ( U = Z U  
V( n=wu__
GOTO 4b0 
450 M0=2____
4 6 0  1 F ( T ) l 7 0 . 4 8 0 ,4 ? 0
470 N,P=Vi.l4.1___________Z££(MP)=2T .5 Ci.iP.}-= VJ_GOTO 490 ■ 4rtQ jTPzMM-
490 NG0=MP-MU+1 
KiRS=Mt,f2___NGG=NgO-2 50Q-1F4-SL.1DQU -1-..51Ü >s4Cl ,52o_ 510 wRlTE(b ,520)520-FORMAT L72H1------ ..F4EL0—eûlUT. Ç Û Q R D I U A X S S -
/)
wRTTF(6. ,530.)530 FORMAT(iüùri  * SOL TEL ANGLE..LAMINA
54O LG 870 K = NK1,NK?
550 nrA.Tll N,=9.MM________SIGA z U 
SPFL7 = n
560 IF( A U X ) 5 7 0 ,5 9 6 ,5 7 0  570-wraxE(.D-..L5aii) Min.uu., -LI(M), ZEE(M), RHOLM).
SfiO FORMAT ( I H  
 ♦ 5 . ? / / l Q i H -
///I2.12H J XLLL. VLRTICESzI2,9H  m j  icii±. DEPTHzF7.2,11H U  LLliJJ_____ DENSlTYrF
* H
5 q O S P A C F  =
PARFEZ //IH )
1 0 . 0
Ga l l  SLOANSIGMA (M.) zsioa
I F  ( SLIUOU ) 000.62UK.00 
bOQ. WR l T E ib  t6iai . M ln(M) ,___FX(K), ,  F F Y ( K ) ,  F F Z ( K ) ,  SFEI.Z
b iO  r O R M A T ( i a , 3 F l 5 « 7 , F l 5 . 6 )  
h,pn I ( 1/1 - k .57*RMU I k' I *SFF /
630 continue. 64(1-1F-(—Si IuOU 16S0*-a76>.6 (L65O W RITE(6 , 6 6 0 )■ b6Ü-f CRMAtUHO)-670 IF(U) 680,690,680 
-baO-MQsJ------------
M I D ( l l = 0
I l K D F l
a E E (1 )= Z U.HHQUI^Hû LZI.SIgMa(1)=0. .V(,1) = uU__GO TO 700 .690-MOZ2__700 IF(T)710,720,710 _7lO.HP.=MLtl___
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ill(HP)=1 ZEEtMl- l.=Zl
RH0<MP)=RH0(MM) 
STfiMAlhPlSÛ.____V(MPIzVT SO-TO 7.3U720 WprMM J750 UEHKAlzO.UELP(i.,O) = 0. LlFLP(r.'0-t-l,l=Q.b£L(Wp)=U. 
AfuQM(it)=0 .HN=MP-2
■ I f — toGUG£«31 SO TO 7 6 0 .
740 bo 750 M=2,MM.2  CVER.T = . (LjFLTK,.AV,Y.F-ni/L6..63wRHQ(MUbuMlK) = (V(M) - V(M+1.)* CVERT + SuM(K) 750 CONTINUE
760 CO 77(1 M = MO,MN
 U EL(M *1) =_________ U  ( .M l-  U  ZEE ( V i  -ZE E  (.'.',+1) ) /  ( ZEE ( I/U .-(-ZEE (M+2 ) ) )  *
♦ ( 3 . 0  ♦ Z£E(M +2) -  2 .  » ZEE(M) -  ZE E (i- l+ l)  ) + V(M+1) *  ( ( ZEE( M) -  ZE 
 *F ( M + l ) . l / ( Z E E ( f : t H _ .  2 £ - ( , - . .+ 2 n  ( 3 .  ZEE(M-F.g) - - 2 .  *  Z LE (K +(J  -  .
♦ l E E (M ))  + V(M+2) ♦ ( ( Z . E ( M )  -  Z E E (M + 1 ) ) * *  3 ) / ( (  ZEE(M+1) -  ZEE
 ♦ ( M + a ) ) - » ( ZEE lk )  ZEE - M+2-) )  ) ) / 6 . 0--------------------------------------------------------------------
b£LP(t..+2) = (V (M , *  ( (Z E E (M + 1 )  - Z E E ( M + 2 ) )  * *  3 ) /  ( ( ZEE( M
 * 4  ZpE(iVi+. l ) ) - *  ..{. - ZEE4 L - -  .z E E 4 * + Z l  D +  V -(X± j . ) ♦ (4 ZEE (M+1)
♦ ( H + 2 ) ) /  (ZEE(M) _ Z E E .M + 1 ) ) )  *  ( ZE E (N+2) + 2 .  *Z E E (M + 1)  -  3 .+ZE E
♦ (V)> 4. V(V,+2) * I I 7 E P I  +1) - 7F:f(V+2)) / (ZEr (Ml - 7FF(M+9) 1 ) ♦ (7F 
♦E (M +1) + 2 .  *  ZEf (M+2) -  3 .  ♦ 2 E E ( K ) ) ) / 6 . 0
770  Co n t i n u eANOM(k)=0.5*(D£L(mO+1) üELP(MP)) 
i,iC7aüM=ivi0t.N;p------------------AI.OM (k ) =ANOM (K ) +n . 5* (0 L(M)+CELP(M) ) 
G(;(M1-AN0M(Kl-Q.F*fiFl P MP)_____________
780 Continue  SC_(M0-E=U-0-GG(MO+1)=O.Q-GO (MP.)=G6UlP.)4a) ..ŝoFlP MP )790 pREV(k)=PREV(K)+a);OM(K ftOQ IF.(GGO) .TlQrn.3QiP.lU610 wRITE(6 ,820) (üG(M), =MO,MP) 620 FORMATilH 9E12.4.)------830 LIM = MQ-1  IF-(M0̂E.21 GO TO 87uDO 840 M = 2, UlM Hun = M+1----ZZEE(V) = ZEE(MAD) - 0 ÜÜ03ü48fa096 -8iLÜ CONTI(-bE------------ZZEE(WQ) = ZEE(Mm) _DO..ftSa-M = 2,MU-SlOA = Ü
5FFL7 = nSPACE = 20.0 _CaU—sU-DAN-SlGMA(M) = SIgA■VN4 M )--= 6>4>7.*4<H0 ( k-) *SF- LZ
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CO.jTTmÜF
c 5um(K) = 0u(. flHp k, = 9, M.3LVERT = (DELTk Sum (51 = ( V1-, 1- .*V,.)F.!(.,)U)/(6.67*KH0(M))* CVFrT + SiJvfK.)860lOnT if ÜCH7QCfWjTl'Ur'680hqOiF(J)?20,890,220 IF(PUf.M) 900,9t,i.9.i0900WRXTE(7,250) hhrTF/7.910)910Format(AX,'valuesOF TE MAGNETIC ANOMALY»,/)WRITF/7.99Ü) (SllviK). .=1.695)920 F0RMAT(17X,F7.2)
NK2=2S..HTTP In .19701wRITElo ,940)QuOFri: vi.1T 1 77U VALUF5 FflR THE MAGNETIC MAP nEFORF RO♦UNDOFF Ml - 1 //)M2 = 25CO Qrt.i J = 1,95
950wRITEffa ,950) J FCRi.UiT (8X, »ROv. G,.iMAP «.13./IWKITd(6 ,9bO) (Slj.' (K)r 950 Format 151F15.7fÜYIi K = Ml, M2)WRITE ( 6,970)970Ft.RiViAT ( 1 hO )Ml = Ml + 25M? - .9 + 95
9«0D2r(J) = 0,0 LOKiT (mUF
990*IRITE(6 ,990) FCRNiAK IHl)wRITE(o ,250) apt IF (6 .i960) .71 J,.ZT, VMFl n.riFI TK
innO
WRITEfo ,1000) Fr.RMaTt 1 X. «LAMINA ,lFSITY«. /IDO 1090 M = 2,MM
WRTTF f 6 .101(1) V.T.-(Ml.Pun(Mlluio
in ? 0
Formai OX, 13,Fin.f-OfjTr. IJF 4)
iotOWRITECo ,1030)Ff.RMAT ( 1 nOH VFRTTCAl MAGNETIC♦Field in g«mmas /)*PTTFf6 .1040) S n  Ff.i
lUi+O FORMAT(30X,»OJTPuT
k )
HmSbeEN multiplied BY SCALE FACTOR = *,F10.5,/
IF( VERTl .GT. 1 
IF( VFRTI .ST. n
.5 .
.0;|0
ND. VERTl .LT. 2.0) GO TO 1050 
.ANn. wfrti-LT. 0.00(14) GO TO toyo1F( VERTl .GT. 0.000 •and. VERTl .LT. 0.0012) GO TO 1090
IFf VFRTl .ST. 0 .9 . Nil. VFPT1 .IT. 1.1) GO TO 11(1
1050GO TO 1130luPTTFiR . 1060 11060Format(35X,'THIS v.ap hS THE X AND Y DIMENSIONS OF MILES',//)GO TO-113a
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1070 wRITE(t>-.iahÜ).lOhU F0RMAT(3bX»'This v.aP faO-TO 1130- H S THE X AND Y DIMENSIONS OF FEET',//)lugû wHIT£(fa ,1100)
linO FnKVI.'T(35X. «TmTS -AP H- S THF Y AUn Y n.TMFNSIÜMS nF MFTFRS,.//!
Go Tü 1130 lllO_h.RITE(P ,11?Ü)1120 fohmat(3sx,'This map h 
.1430. .U1-11A-0 .K=-U 6 25-
S THE X AND Y DIMENSIONS OF KILOMETERS',//)
SLM(K) = SUM(K) *sr.LFM l.UO CCNT.ItZJE______
1 =  Ü 1150 I. = 1+25WHITE I 6,1440)
-kHllg Ib ,1160) (c,HM(K-) K = NK1,NK2)1160 FORMAT(2X,25(F4.n,IX)/ kl-.l=ux.l.±25.
Nk2=NK2+25 .iPINKt-= 625)1154,1170 1170ll?Ü WfiITE(b ,1160) (FFXd) lieQ PQWIAT(/,1X,F6.1 ,9%, 12-1 = 1, 25, 2) FG.lk2X) )--GO Tu 1190
NK2=25 -iF (PUNG) 1200,-1220,1200-1200 wRITE(7,250) -4»k1T£( 7,121111-1210 FCRMAT(3X,'VALUES ÜF T __wPTTF/7,Hpn) (PHFWfKl.E GRAVITATIONAL ANOMALY',/) k = l ,695)______:_____________1220 wRITE( 6 ,1230) 1230 FX)RMATt72HJ- VALuF,S,_F-OR_£RA.V.lXt .M.AR_aF.EORF RQUUnO
♦FF 
— J-IL //)L2 = 25I ,n 1260 .1 = 1,25.wkITE( 6 ,950) J WRITE( 6 ,1240) (Pü£V(K K = Ll,-L2)1240 FCRMAt(51E15.7,4X)) 
WRITE(6- ,12501-1250 FORMATCIHO) 
______ Li = Il + 2 5L2 = L2 + 25 
B7D(.il = 0.01260 CONTINUE 1270 FORMATtlHll-WRITE ( 6 ,1270) WRTTFfp .250)V»RIT£ ( 6 ,1280) MG.ZZU, 12aO F0BMAT(1HQ,4X.«NHMRER.,2T,VMFLÜ,DELTKF LAMIHAF ='. T3,/,5X,,DEPTH TO TOP. OF HfinY
♦ Z» ,Fl2»6,/ ' 5X, ' fiEPTri
♦GNETir Intensity =»,ei
0 BOTTOM OF BODY =',Fl2.6,/,bX,'VERTICAL MA .4,/,5X, «Sl)SCEPTlnILIT.Y_CûNTRASI =JLiEU0*.4.i-
♦ / )
W R I T E , 6 . 1 0 0 0 )CO 12o0 M = 2,MM
WPTTFfb .1010) MTntMl,.RHO(M)
1 2 9O continue --WRITE( 6  .1 3 0 0 ) -
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I3n0Fi.pmat ( 1 llllH VFRTTCAl SPAVITY♦ MAP IN MIHIUAIS 
'AblTFlh .1.31Ü) QiIFS
/)1310FcRMAT(30X,'UUTPuT HAS » ) o E E N multiplied oY SCALE FACTuR = *,Fl0.5,/IF( VERTl .GT. 1.5 . 
If ( VERTl .61. P.O.inN'J.. ANn VEKTl .LT. 2.0) 60 TO 1320VFRTj.lT. 0.n0U4) SO TO 134(11F( VERTl .GT. Ü.0 0C, 
If ( VERTl .ST. (1.9 .
..AND
N(1.
VERTl .LT. 0.0012) GO TO 1360 VFPT1 .IT. 1.1) GO TO 138(1
1390Go TO 1400 ivRTTE7 6 ,1.330)I3 3OFormat(35X,* This map h
tin T(j i4iin
S THEX AND Y dimensions OF MILES',//)
I3 4OwRITE(6 ,1350)
13f,0GO TO 1400 "E ITE(" ‘137(1)1370F0HMAT(35X,'This ,viAP H WRITF (b ,1270) S THEX AND Y dimensions OF METERS'.//)
1 3806 0 TO 1400 k pTTF f 1 f 113qO
1 «(lO
Format(35X,’This maP h 
i.n 141(1 k = 1 .„9c
S THEX ANU Y DIMENSIONS OF KILOMETERS*,//)
1410PkEV(K) = PREV(K)*SClFCfiraT ti.iUE '
' 4?01 = 0) - 1 + ?51 450WRITE (6 ,1440).ïPTTF (k . 14nfl) . (c-'REl/f ) ,k= :ik 1 . Nk 9 )KKl=Nkl+25f\ik 9-Mk > + 95I4 4O
1450
Format(4x,24(1H+.4X),1
Fr,R;,i^T(?X.?5(F4.n, |X)/
*,2X)
1460
IF(NK1-625)1420,1460,1 
f.E TTF ,6 ,1470) (FFX ( r )
60 ] = 1.25,9)1h70FORMAT!/,IX,F6.1.2X,12 
lifi TO 1(1
Fo.1, (2X),//////////)
1480Call exit
SiinRniiTIWF SLilAidDIMENSIUN FX(70U),FY(7 *li,1 .V (2(11) ,Dt( (P.n,,) ,(;F 0) ,FZ( 700) ,111(100) ,RmC( 100) ,ZEE( ICO) ,(-iIU(l p(?nn). Y[(i?n. tui , Y(ii9n,n?n) .sis.vc (2ini .ss
♦ (2U0) ,PK£V(625) »ûwO.V(ü 
*ti> »BZr.(7üO ) «0Zu-C30J-)-*-V
5),SU M(625). -L2oa)-.-zZ£X(2oa> FFX(70D)rFFY(700),FFZ(70
i n t e g f k  a u x
♦DELTAIrGAMMlrSlGü.FFX» 
iFfSPz-CF .FO. 10__ 1 i.fl
FYrFFZ,ZEErZZEE»SPACErRHÛ
TO 2nnn________________________lF(SPdCE .tû. 20.n) 2J00 Z = ZFE(a) FZtK) üO TO 2010Go Tû 2 0 2 0  2010 Z = Z7EE(M) -t EZ4K.L2020 ALPHl = XCMil) - FX(K) 
SFTAl = Y(M,11 - FY(klRi = SORT (ALPHl 2 IF (Ri ) .2030,204,1,2030 faETAl ** 2)
2 0 3O GAMMl = ALPHl / P1 --UELTl = BETAl /_T,1
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2.UU.0 1 I _ =  L l L t M l -JO 2h?Ü 1=2, It
-A L T ÏH 2  ■—  -M  X-t4L ) -DETA2 = T(M,1) - FY(K) K-> T gpkT (kl Hup -hj.2_ + riFTa?,. *k_2 .1-iF (k?) 2050, 234(1, 
2U5Ü GAKM2-=-ALPaZ-Zaa--
20 0
LELT2 = HETA2 / HP p_iKi) 2.07a,-2340 ,-20-
2070  bSzSGRT ( (A L F H l - iL P h 2 )  * 2  +(uETa1-BETa2)♦ ♦ 2  )
ESA = (A L P H l-A L P h 2 l /S S _________________________________
1AU=( F t  1A l - B t T A 2 ) /SS
-e  r  TfllJ «..ALPHl-------------------------- EG— ♦ -G t f A l -------------------------------
IF  CABS ( P ) - . 0 0 0 u n 2 3 4 0  2 3 4 0 ,2 0 8 0
_2G ftû . i F-( P ) PÜ9 0* 2 3 4 0 + Z M 0 ----------------------------------------------------------
2090  S = - 1 .
 -fir. Til 21 tn-------------------------------
2100
-21131.
5 = 1.E.VM = bETAla ALPi_2_, .HETA2 *_ALPHl-2120 IF (E(.'.M) 2130, 2340, 2l40 
2 1 30 k - - . - -r4 * -----------------------------------------
-214G 60 TO 2150 ■•( = 1.-2150 lF(Z)2loü,2170,2180
2170 AA=GA.,M*6AM."I2+LFLT1*D LT2  EfS-=-lM,E=lC_utLA = A8S (AA)-1 
+ £ ■ (f l r L A  » iT T «— 0 « AAlH. FI fl .IF. FPS) AA= Im.IF (Aa) 2190, 21«n, 22 0 2180 A-= .w*_!..570796327--60 TO 2210A z W * (AT A N  ((spRT (i. - AA -*k-2 ) / AA) + 3.1415926541-2.19Q-60 TO 2210
PjniJ A - . * ATAU NSn./T (1- - AA +♦ 9-1) AA 1
2210
-2220-
iF(Z)223Q,222U,2?30 
6=0--------------
C = U 
aq.TO-2330.2230 68=  (PSI* ( EGA*GAM,.i, tT aU  D E LT l)  ) 
_______IF ,Pg - 1.) 995„r pp4 . 995(12240 6 = 1.570796327 __60. 70-2288.2250 IF ( Hb + 1.) 227(1,226 ,2270 P9A0 H z -1.570790327_____60 TO 22802970 fi = ATA(. fnB/(bB»T ti. - nn ** 9 1 1)2280 CC = IPSI ♦ t FGA ♦ GA.MK2 
I F  irr -  1 . )  9 3 Û n .9 2 q Q . - 9 b Q 0
+ TAU ♦ 0ELT2 )
2 2 9O C = 1.570796327 __60 TO.2330
2300 IFCCC + 1 . )  2 3 2 0 .? 3 1 u ,n 3 2 0  
2 3 ) 0  C = - l . 57 0796327________________
GO TO 2330  
23 20  CzATAtj .1CCZ.L5Q2T {1 . - C _ » » 2 .  ) J-1233O L )= C -H
F £ LZ = A+U-
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60...TÜ-235Û234Ü FelZ=(i --A=û-b=û-£jaiL.L-0
,23&ù—2Ô6Ü PaRF£z= 6.o7*MH0(M)*F LZ 2370 Ü C G =. ALPHl+FX(JD____LOGS = b£TMl+FY(K) LQGG=pLPHP+FA(K)_Û0GGS=b£TA2+FY(K)
--------C wkITE(6 ,239u) IRv'amJO ,DOGS.DOüû»DOGgS» A,B,C,DrPARFEZ
X  WgJ-TE4E>.-.23aO-L-S£rrJAU> ■ GArP---:---------2380 FüRMAt(4£18.7)2.39Û -FLRV.aJJlH , .Iz*3F>6̂2'F1 .2tUFlg.7.Fl?.fe)-------2400 SF'ELZrSFtLZ+FELz-- 5lGA=SlGA+A---:----------------2410 ALPH1=ALPH2 -- bETA-isGLlA2---------------:-----ÜAMM1=GAMM2-UL'.,Tl=Dt.LT2r.?:R2.2420.-fcXJf-XlUJL-2430 iF .'SiGA)2440»257nr24ô0244Ü '■ SIGAdflÜÛU11247a>2480>2450.2450 bF£LZ=5FELZ-5IGA __ Eqj.û2sJtL2460 iFCSiGA-.00001)2450*2480,2520 2470-1FLLSIGA+Ô.2831754)2510 2510.24802460 lF(SlGA+3.1416027)2570 2500,2490 _2-490__lEXSlGA+3.1415827)25u0.2500,2570 .2500 SFELZ=5FELZ-5lGA-3.l4l 927
______ GOTO ?57n_______2510 5FELZ=5FELZ-SIGA-6.283)854 __ 60102870________2520 IF(SlGA-6.2631754)2530 2560,2560 2530 1F(SIGA-3.1415827 )257.0 -2550,254XL2540 lF(SIGA-3.1416027)2550 2550,2570 
9 8 8 0  S F F I  7 - S F F I  y - s T G A  +  n - 1 4 1  8 9 7 _____________
GOTO 9570  
2560 SFEI / r 5 F E L 7 -S I G h + 6 .2 a 3 .6 5 42570 KETURK __ EAiD-
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The Henderson Program
CCcccccccccccccc
THIS PROGRAM FOLLOWS HENCEOSONS ONCE-ANn-FOo atL TECHNIQUE FOR UPWARD A*‘'D COWNHARO CONTINUATION AM"FIRST AND SECOND DERIVATIVES.THIS PROGRAM HAS RE~U REVISED FOR USING FTN 0*J Twf rnr 660Û SERIES COMouTER. THE OUTPUT HA°S ARE NOT LOVAQ E'!’ ARE THE SIZE OF THE INPUT DATA ARRAY. TH=- "AYIMUM IS A 40X40 OUTPUT HAP.
THESE DIMENSION STATEMENTS PRESUME A MAXIMUM "AP ARRAY CF 40 X 40 .
DIMENSION HEAO(IO)DIMENSION ISLECT(20), 0(11,19), P(0O,SO), R(T0,30,11)DIMENSION OUTLEVdO) -.. . . .DOUBLE PRECISION CUTLEV, HEAD COMMON P DATA 0UTL£V(16)/ 8HSEC0NC /DATA(OUTLEV(L),L=1,10)/10 HUPWARD 13 .lOHUPHARO 4 ,10HUPWARO 5 2 , lOHDOWNWARO 3 , lOHDOWNWARDDATA OUTLEV(ll)/ 3HFIRST /
OATA(OUTLEV(L),L=12,19)/6H00HU l.GHOOWN ?,6HnnHN 
DATAtOUTLEV(L),L=17 ,ig)/6KD0HN 1,6HD0WN 2,GHD0WM
1 .ICHUPWARO .lOHncwNWAoO 1 , lOHOOWNWARD
? ,lOHUPWAPC,1JHOOWNWAPP ? E /
I , 6 H P 0 W N  4 /
7/
CCccc
ccccc
<:cc
ccc_ccccccc
READ IN HEAD CARD. .READ IN iSLECT CARO WHICH ĈNTAINS T HE CODED LIST OF THE HAPS OESIpEp
READ 1, (HEAO(I) , 1 = 1,1011 FORMAT (10A8)READ 2, ( ISLECT(L), L=1.19)2 FORMAT (1911)
READ IN MAXIMUM VALUE OF T(-THAY). I C = G I N S  AT ?6 ANp TMAX MUST BE 6S OF LESS. SIMILARLY FQC JHAX. PFAn ÎM ON SAME CARD THE V'/.UE (BASE) TO BE SU9TRACTFC FROM MAP VALUES P(I,J)
READ 3, IMAX, UMAX, BASE 3 FORMAT (21,F)
READ IN P(I,J) DATA, SU3TPACT BASE, PRINT M.-A'̂Tsr.AND PLOT ON MAP TYPE OUTPUT. .MAP IS PRINTED FRO" P ( 2 6 , 2 S )  TO p ( I "  A X, JM A Y) .  A L G - 'RITHM IS SUCH THAT EACH SECTION OF T H E  " A P  I S  F p i n t ' - i  between THE LIMITS OF J = 2B,J"fiX AN1 I = tmtm, IMXT. IMINI IS NOT ALLOWED TO RE GREATçg T H A N  I " A X .
READ 4, ((P(I,J), 1=26, IMAX), J=26, J M A Y )  4 FORMAT (F)
90
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00 6 1=26, IMAX..... .....00 5 J = 26, JMAX5 P(I,J)=P(I,J)-BASE6 CONTINUE.......   -..PRINT 11PRINT 101, (HEAD(I) , 1=1,131101 FORNAT(20X,10A9/1 .. ..PRINT 9, BASE8 FORNAT(/20X,'INPUT DATA LESS BASE CF 'F6.2//)DO 9 J=26,JMAX..... -.  -9 PRINT 1C,(P(I,J), 1=26,35)10 FORMAT ((1X,1QF10.2/10(9X,1H*)////)IPRINT 11 .... - _ _11 FORMAT (IHl)DO 12 IMAXI=45,65,10IMINI = IMAXI-13............IFdMAX.LE. IMINI) GO TO 1623 IFdMAX.LT. IMAXI ) 1500,16001500 DO 1520 J = 26, JMAX . - . . .IMAXX = IMAX ♦ 1 DO 1510 I = IMAXX, IMAXI1510 P(I,J) = -999999.99 .. . -..'.__1520 CONTINUEIMXI i IMAXIGO TO 1610 . , ....1600 IMXI= IMAXI1610 PRINT 101, (HEADtl), 1=1,10)PRINT 8, BASE   .DO 113 J= 26,JMAX 113 PRINT 13, (PII,J), 1= IMINI,IMXI) •PRINT 11____________ _12 CONTINUECCC NEXT SECTION PREPARES REGIONS PEYONO £PGE OF HA F TOC BE USED IN ANALYSIS. APPROACH IS TO fill THF ''UF=aUN'’t"GC SPACE BY EXTENDING EACH EDGE VALUE NORMAL TO ‘"HE "APC FOR 25 UNITS.CC1620 IMAXI = IMAX ♦ 1IMAX25 = IMAX + 25JMAXl = JMAX +1.........JMAX25 = JMAX + 25 DO 14 J=26,JMAXDO 15 1 = 1,25.... ..15 P (I,J) = P(26,J)00 16 I = IMAXI, IMAX25_ 16 P(I,J) = P(IHAX,J1___ . ■14 CONTINUE
CC- 00 17 1=26,IMAX DO 18 J=l,2518 P(I,J)=P(I,26)- --DO 19 J = JMAXl, JMAX2519 P(I,J)=P(I,JMAX)17 CONTINUE. _____CC
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c c
c c
c c
00 20 1=1,25 00 21 J=l,25 21 Pa,J) = P<26,26» 20 CONTINUE
00 22 I = IMAXI, IMAX25 00 23 J=l,25 23 P(I*J)=P(IMAX,26)22 CONTINUE _ . -
00 24 1=1,25 .00 25 J = JMAXl, JMAX25 25 P(I,J>=P(25,JMAX)24 CONTINUE
00 26 I = IMAXI, IMAX25 .. .----00 27 J = JMAXl, JMAX2527 P(I,J)=P(IMAX,JMAX)26 CONTINUE . . _ . _     . -—. -CCC - CALCULATION OF AVERAGE VALUE CF DATA ON RINGS CEN'TERftC AT each MAP POINT. CALL THESE P (T,J,<), WHEREC K=1 TO 11C C M=000 28 1=26,IMAX . _ ..M=M*1 M = 000 29 J=2 6, J MAX . .... - —     — ...N=N+1R{H,N,1J=P(I,JlRtM,N,2)= (P(I,JHl)fPlI,J-m-P(I + l, J) +PII-1, J) ) / 4.0 R(M,N,3) = (P(I+1, J»l) HPd + l, J-1) +P(I-1,J + 1) «-PfT-l, J-1) )/4. C R(M,N, 4)= (P(I»2, J«-1)+P(IH’,J-1) +PtI-2,J + l)+P(î-2, J-1) l+P(I*l,J*2)+P(I+l,J-2*+P(I-l,J»2)+P(I-l,J-2))/«.C RfM,N,5) = (PClH2, J«-2>HP(I+2,J-2» »P(I-?,J*2)*P(T-2, J-2n/4." R(M,N,6I = (P(I»2,J*3) *-P(IH2,J-3) *9(1-2,J + 3|fP(I-2,J-3l  l + P(I*3,J + 2) + P(I*3,J-2)*P(I-3,J*2) *=(I-3.,J-2) ) /3.CR(M,N,7)=(P(I*5 ,J> *P(I-5,J)+P(I,J*5)*P(I,J-5) 14-P(I+3,J*4»+P(I*3,J-4)fP(I + 4,J*î)+P{T*4,J-3)- . 2+P(I-3,J*4)+P(I-4,J+3)fP(I-3,J-4)+P(I-4,J-3))/12.üR(M,N,8)=(P(I+7,J*l)+P(1*1, J*7»*P(1 + 7, J-1)*9(1*1, J-T) l*P(I-7,J*1)*P(I-1,J*7)*P(I-7,J-1)*P(I-1,J-7)  .2*P(I*5,J+5)+P(I*5,J-5)*P(I-5,J*5)*P(I-5,J-5))/12.CR(M,N,9)=(P(I*10,J*6)*P(I*6, J*10)*P(I*10,J-6)+P(T+6,J-13)l*P(I-10,J + 6)+P{l-6,J*10»*P(I-10,J-6)*P(I-6,J-10))/F.'l  _R(M,N,10)=(P(1*7,J*15I*P(1*15,J*7I+P(I-7,J*15)*P(I-15,J+7)l*P(I+7,J-15)*P(1*15,J-7)+F(1-7,J-15)*P(I-15,J-7))/«.C R(M,N,11) = (P(I,J*25)*P(I,J-25)*P(I-20, J + 15)*P(I-15,J*23> *__IP(1-20,J-15)*P(I-15,J-15)+P(1*20,J*15)*P(1*15, J*2C)2*P(I*20,J-15)*P(1*15,J-20)*P(1*25,J)*P(T-25,J) )/l2.0 29 CONTINUE28 CONTINUE      . .C
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c FOR EACH MAP THERE IS A SET OF COEFFICIfmTSC WHERE K IS THE PING NOS AND L IS THE COGEO INTFGE=>C FOR THE DESIRED HAP.
cC BEGIN FIRST WITH UPWARD CONTINUATION 1 COPFÎTçMR.C CODE L=1
C
C(l,l>=.11193 ... . -0(2,1)=.32193C(3,l)=.060620(4,1) = .15206... . .....0(5,1)=.05335 0(6,1)=.06586C(7,l) = .06650 . .. .C(8,l)=.05635 C(9,l)=.03955C(1Q,1) = .02273.. . . . .C(ll,l)=.03015CG .C COEFFICIENTS FOR UPWARD CONTINUATION 2. COn= L=?QG .... . . • .C(l,2)=.04034C(2,2)=.129880(3,2)=.07588    .0(4,2)=.14559 0(5,2)=.07651 0(6,2)=.09902 C(7,2)=.11100 0(8,2)=.103510(9,2) = .07379 __ __ _ __0(10,2)=.04464 C(ll,2)=.05999C
C COEFFICIENTS FOR UPWARD CONTINUATION t. CODE L=3Q ««««,*,««««**♦♦♦C 0(1,3)=.01961 0(2,3)=.06592 0(3,3)=.05260 0(4,3)=.105630(5,3)=.07146 . - .0(6,3)=.10226 0(7,3)=.129210(8,3)=.13635 .. ....0(9,3)=.10322 C(10,3)=.06500C (11,3) = #0 9917 ... --  — — .. .0C ,4,,*,0 - COEFFICIENTS FOR UPWARD CONTINUATION 4. CODE L=a
C(l,4)=.01141 C(2,4)=.03908 0(3,4)=.03566
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C(4,41=.0 7450 C(5,4)=.05841 C(6,4»=.09173 C(7,4)=.12915 C(8,4t=.15474 C(9,4)=.12565 CH0,4) = .03323 C(11,4I=.11744C
C COEFFICIENTS FOR UPWARD CONTINUATION 5. C90E L=5
CCI,5)=.03742 C(2,5)=.02566  C(3,5)=. 02509-------- ..- — .C(4,5)=.D5377 C(5,5I=.04611  C(G,5) = .07784 —. —-— -- -— — —C(7,5)=.11986 C(8,51=.16159. CC9,5) = .14106 . — --- . —. — .- —C(10,5)=.09897C(il,5)=.14459
CC COEFFICIENTS FOR DOWNWARD CONTINUATION 1. G",nr l = fgC C(l,6)= 4.8949C(2,6)=-3.3113 . •0(3,6)= 0.0081 0(4,6)=-0.56040 (5,6) =-0 .0 376.. „ _.  -   1 --------------------0(6,6)=-0.3689 0(7,6)=-0.36050(8,6) = — 0.0534 ..  -- . .. —0(9,6)=-0.0380 0(10,6)=-0.0227C(ll,6)=-D.0302 .....C  0 COEFFICIENTS FOR DOWNWARD CONTINUATION 2. 0̂0̂ l=7gC 0(1,7)= 16.1037__ . . ....C(2,7)=-13.2209 C(3,7)= 0.4027 __ 0(4,7)=-01.9459---- . .. . .C(5,7)= 00.3644 0(6,7)=-00.0596._ .. 0(7,7) = -00.05 22 — .  .. . —0(8,7)=-00.0829 0(9,7)=-Q0.0703_ — . 0(10,7)= — 00.0443 — . -.— — . .. - — -0(11,7)=-00.06000  Q *****************************************************************0 COEFFICIENTS FOR DOWNWARD CONTINUATION I. cm= L = «
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Ctl.8)= 41.7731 C(2,8)=-38.2716 C13,8)= 01.7883 CC4,8)=-04.7820 C(5,8)= QC.5367 C(6,3)= 00.1799 C(7,8)= 00.1342 C(8,8)=-00.0560 C(9.8)=-00.0930 Ctl0,9)=-C0.Q639 C«ll,8)=-00.0891C CC COEFFICIENTS FOP OOWNWAOp CONTINUATION 4. CDDP L=9C C C(l,9)= 92.5352 C(2,9)=-89.7433 C(3,9)= 05.1388 C(4,9»=-09.9452 C(5,9I= 01.7478 C(6,9)= 00.8908 C(7,9»= 00.6655 C(8,9)= 00.0719 C(9,9)=-0C.C890 C(10,9)=-00.G802 C(11,9I=-00.1173CcC COEFFICIENTS FOR QOHNWAPD CONTINUATION 5. 00"̂ L=10C C C(1,1Q)= 193.2600 ..  .....C(2,10)=-183.9380 C(3,10)= 011.8834C{4,13)=-018.6049 ...C(5,10)= 004.2324 C(6,10)= 002.4237C(7.10)= 001.7777 ...C(8, 10)= 000. 360 6 C19,10)=-000.0571 . C(10,13)=-000.Q921C(ll,10)=-000.1444C
C COEFFICIENTS FOP FIRST DERIVATIVE ON SURFACE.rcr'R L = lC C C(l,ll)= 1.9728?0(2,lll=-l.13625 C(3,11)=-0.C5949 0(4,ll)=-0.30210 0(5,ll)=-0.05857__ 0(6,ll)=-0.07597 .0(7,11) = -Q.07072 0(8,ll)=-0.05758 .... C(9,ll)=-a.039050(10,ll)=-0.02236 0(11,ll»=-0.05020
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c
c COEFFICIENTS FOR FIRST DERIVATIVE DOWN 1. CD"E L= 1 2
C C(l,12)= 6.62394 C(2,12)=-5.62446 0(3,12»= 0.12727 0(4,12»=-0.88750.0(5,12)= 0.00361 -0(6,12) = -0 .04007 0(6,12)=-0.04856 0(7,12)=-0.04307 .0(8,12»=-0.04575 0(9,12)=-0.036150(10,12)=-0.02233 .... . ...0(11,12)=-0.05000
0
g0 COEFFICIENTS FOR FIRST DERIVATIVE noHN 2. rOD̂ l=13
gC C(lil3)= 16.98074 C(2,13»=-16.05517C(3,13)= 00.76135   ' ___C(4,13)=-01.98701 0(5,13)= 00.238200(6,13) = 00.09219 . .. .C(7,13)= 00.07475 C(8,13)=-00.00768C(9,13)=-00.02726 ___C(10,13)=-OO.Q2C77 C(ll,13)=-00.04934C . . . ..
C COEFFICIENTS FOR FIRST DERIVATIVE DOWN ?. rrn<^ L = 14
gC 0(1,14)= 36.111160(2,14)=-35.96237       .0(3,14)= 02.17080 0(4,14)=-C3.83054. 0(5,14)= 03.76745 -    —     — —0(6,14)= 00.42646 0(7,14)= 00.32573  _ C(8,14)= 00.06859 _____ ____C(9,14)=-C0.01084 0(10,14)=-Q0.01812 0(11,14)=-30,04832 ----------C
g_C. _ . COEFFICIENTS FOR.FIRST DERIVATIVE DOWN 4. C O ’''- L=15 .
g  * « • * » * * * * * , * * * * *C— 0(1,15)= 67.88049 . —--- - ——. - — — -0(2,15)=-69.68033 0(3,15)= 04.76651-. 0(4,15)=-06.69004 --------0(5,15)= 01.74330 0(6,15)= 01.05352
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C(7,15)= 00.77613 C(8,15»= 00.19699 C(9,15)= 00.01469 C(1Q,15»=-00.31433 cm,15)=-00.04693CcC COEFFICIENTS FOR 2N0 DERIVATIVE ON THE SURFACE.C CODE L=16.C0 C(l,16>= 2.629940(2,16)=-2.49439 , _ ..0(3,161= 0.05173 0(4,16)=-0.39446 0(5,16)= O.OC932 .0(6,16)=-.00732 0(7,16)=.00304. 0(8,16)= 0.00219 -   . .-0(9,16)= 0.00040 0(10,16)= 0.000040(11,15)= 0.00000   - .0
g0 COEFFICIENTS FOR 2ND DERIVATIVE DOWN 1. CODE L=17.
g0 0(1,17)= 7.0840 8 ....  ...0(2,17)=-6.93715 0(3,17)= 0.362650(4,17)=-0.80764 . . .    '0(5,17)= 0.13050 0(6,17)= 0.07231C ( 7 ,17 ) = 0 . 0650 2 ....—. —..0(8,17)= 0.02312 0(9,17)= 0.005650(10,17)= 3.00103....... ..0(11,17)= 0.00043C
C COEFFICIENTS FOR 2ND DERIVATIVE DOWN 2. CQGf |_ = 1» .
g0 - —0(1,18)= 14.15751 0(2,18)=-14.513270(3,18)= 00.96018 . _ ......0(4,18)=-01.42970 0(5,18)= 00.359070(6,18)= 00.22256 _ _ _ _0(7,18)= 00.17330 0(8,18)= 00.05501_ 0(9,18) = 00.01239 ..----- ---0(10,18)= 00.00210 0(11,18)= 00.00085C-
C COEFFICIENTS FOR 2ND DERIVATIVE DOWN 3. CODE 1=1°
0 0(1,19)= 24.74755
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C(2,191=-26.D2351 .C(3,19»= 01.92719 C«4,19)=-02.30269C(5,19)= 00.72474    . ̂C(6,19)= 00.46253 C(7,19)= 00.33920 C(8,19)= 00.09995 C(9,19)= 00.02070 C(10,19»= 00.00322C(ll,19l= 00.00122 -   - - .CgC THIS SECTION MAKES THE FINAL CALCULATIONS FOR THOSEC MAPS SELECTED BY THE USER IN HIS ISLECT CCOE.Cc 00 30 L= 1,19 IPAGE = 0
IF (ISLECT(L».LT. 1) 30,31 31 PRINT 1152 PRINT 101. (HEAD (I) ,_I = 1,101.-_____IPAGE = IPAGE ♦ 1IF! L. LE. 10 1 GO TO 71IF (L. EQ. 11 I GO TO 72IF ( L. LE. 15 ) GO TO 73IF { L. EO. 16 I GO TO 72IF ( L. LE. 19 ) 75, 90 . ....71 PRINT 171, OUTLEVfL), IPAGE GO TO 32072 PRINT 172, OUTLEV(L), IPAGE GO TO 32073 PRINT 173, OUTLEVtH, IPAGEGO TO 320 -.._- ..75 PRINT 175, OUTLEV(L), IPAGEGO TO 320171 FORMAT (20X,'MAP CONTINUET SAIO,' G°IO UNIT '/2CX,' SHEET NU"9ER' 1,12/1172 FORMAT(20X,' MAP 0F',A8,' DERIVATIVE ON SURFACE'/20X,' SHEET NÛgf IR ', 12/)173 F0RMAT(2CX,' MAP OF FIRST DERIVATIVE ' ,A6. ' GRID UNITV2CX,' SHEET 1 NUMBER *, 12/)175 FORMAT(20X,'MAP CF SECOND DERIVATIVE',A6, GRID UNIT '/23X, ' SHEft 1 NUMBER ',12/1 320 00 33 I = 26, IMAXDO 34 J=26,JMAX _ .__ __ _PtI,J)=0.Q 00 35 K=l,ll 35 P(I,J)=C(K,L)*R(.I-25,J-25,K) *PtI,J) ._ .. .34 CONTINUE 33 CONTINUEgC-.a.- -NEXT SECTION PRINTS THE VARIOUS MAPSC MAPS ARE PRINTED AS SURFACE MAP. SEE PREVIOUS CO'-MEN’'.Cc c 00 36 J = 26, JMAX
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3613
1000
10101040
1100520
710
720
730
7503200
39
10203010309091
PRINT 10, IPtI.J FORMAT (dX.llFl PRINT 11 00 1020 IMAXI = IMINI = IMAXI - IF ( IMAX. LE. I IFdMAX.LT.IMAXI DO 1040 J = 25, IMAXX = IMAX ♦ 1 DO 1010 I = IMAX Pd,J) = -999999 CONTINUE IMXI = IMAXI . , GO TO 520 IMXI=IMAXI PRINT 101, (HEAD IPAGE = IPAGE ♦ IFt L. LE. 10 I IF «L. EQ. 11 ) IF ( L. LE. 15 IIF ( L .  EO. 16 »IF ( L. LE. 19 >PRINT 171, OUTLE GO TO 3200 PRINT 172, OUTLE GO TO 3200 PRINT 173, OUTLE GO TO 3200 PRINT 175, OUTLE CONTINUE DO 39 J =PRINT 13,PRINT 11 CONTINUE . -CALL EXIT PRINT 91FORMAT(IX,'ERRORCALL EXITENO
), 1= 26,35» D.2/ll(9X,lH*)////n
45,65,10
10MINI) GO TO 30 I 1000,1100 JMAX
X, IMAXI ..■- -.99
(II, I = 1,10)
1GO TO 710 GO TO 720 GO TO 730 GO TO 720 750, 90 V(L), IPAGE
V(L), IPAGE
V(L), IPAGE
V(L), IPAGE
26, JMAX(P(I,J), 1= IMINI,IMXI)
, TOO LARGE L VALUE")
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The Mooney Program for Analyzing Seismic Refraction Data
DIMENSION WdOl, V{10),Vflll0)-..ALPH(10),3ETA(lC),OTlQ),1 A(lQ»,fi(10),TAI (10»,TBI(10),HA(lQ),H3(ia>,0A(13),nB(lC),2 PdOJ, TITLE(8»DIMENSION V3dO)DOUBLE PRECISION TITLEC SET M = 1 IF INTERCEPT TIMES ARE IN MEILLISECONOS, M=n 1= IN SfCQNOS C N=NUM9ER OF LAYERS OR TRAVEL TIME SEGMENTSC X=PRCFILE length FROM A TO B. IN METERS, KILOMETERS, OR FFfTC VA(I) = apparent VELOCITIES F*OM END AC VB(I) = APPARENT VELCCITfES FROM END B --C TAI(I) = INTERCEPT ITHES FROM END AC TBI(I) = INTERCEPT TIMES FROM END B
CC400 READ (2,405, END = 1000) M,N,X,(TITLE(I), I = 1,6»405 FORMAT <2I,F,6A8)IF (N) 640, 640, 407 407 READ (2,413) (VA(I), I = 1,N) .410 FORMAT (9F)REAO (2,410) (V9(I), I = 1,N)READ (2,410) (TA 1(1), I = 2,w)REAO (2,413) (TBKI), I = 2,N)TAId) = 0.TBId) =0. .....,X PRINT 411, (TITLE(I), I = 1,6)411 FORMAT (2X, 6A.8, 15HSPREA0 LENGTH = ,Ffl.3,//)PRINT 412412 FORMAT (2X,10HINFUT DATA //IÛX,5HLAYE»,1 OX,8HAO°A='NT , inv, 18HAPPARENT,10X9HINTERCEPT,9X.BHINTERCEPT / 2?X,1SHVEL OF IT TES,S 25X,13HVELCCITIES , B,7X,8HTIMES,A,lOX,3HTIMES, 3 //) 'IF (M) 414,417,414414 PRINT 415,(I,VA(I),VP(I),TAI(I),TBJ(I),I = 1,N)415 FORMAT (112,F22.2,F18.2,F17.2,F18.2)_DO 416 I = 2,NTAKI» = TAKII/IOOO.416 TBKI) = TBKD/IOOO.GO TO 419417 PRINT 418, ( I , VA (I) ,VB(I),TAI (I),TP I(I),I = 1,N)418 FORMAT (112,F22.2,F 18.2,F17.4,F18.4)419 CONTINUE421 .00 430 I = 2,MTBB = TAKI) ♦ X*(1./VA(I) - l./VR(I) )IF (TBI(D) 422, 422,423422 TBKI) = TBBGO TO 430 - -..423 TAENO = TAKI) * X/VA (I)T8EN0 = TBKI) ♦ X/VBII)ERROR = A0S(TAENC/TBEND -l.J IF (ERROR - 0.10) 430,424,424424 PRINT 425, I_ 425 FORMAT (5X,74HAPPAT£NT VELOCITY AND TIME INTEPCEPT DATAICONSISTENT AT LAYER NUMBER ,12,/7X,56HEM0-T0-EM" TRAVEL2TIHES DIFFER BY MORE THAN 10 PERCENT. ,//)430 CONTINUE __- .   - - .Vd) = (VAd) ♦ VB(1))*.5 00 570 M = 2,N
ALPH d) = ASIN(V(1)/VB(M))BETA (1) = ASIN (V(1)/VA("))
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101.
IF (M -2) 500,500,510...... ....500 Ad) = tALPH(l) ♦ nETA(l))*.5 H(2) = fALPH(l) -BETAd))*.5 VI2) = V(1)/SIN <A(D)GO TO 550 510 Ad) = ALPH(l) - W(2)Bd) = BETAd) ♦ W(2) . . .520 K = K ♦ 1VV = V(K)/V(K-1)P(K) = ASIN (VV*SIN(A (K-D) ) - -Q(K) = ASIN(VV*SIN(8(K-1))IF (K+l-M) 530,540,540530 AtK) = PtK) -W{K+1) * W(K) ...8(K) = Q(K) *W(K*1) -W(K)ALPH(K) = A(K) * WIK+l)BETA(K) = 9(K) -W(K*1).........GO TO 520 540 A(K) = (P(K)*Qt<))*.5B (K) = A (K) . -  -      -MtK+1) = H(K) * (P(K) - QtK))*.5 ALPH(K) = A(K) +W(K*1)BETA(K) = 3(K) - HtK*ll   - ..V(K*1) = VIK)/SIN(A(K))550 KK = K-1H H A 0, ... — — .. .HH8 = 0.IF (KK) 561,561,551551 00 561 I = 1,KKHH = COS(ALPHd)) f COS(RETA(I))HH = HH/V(T)HHA = HHA ♦ HH*HA(I)560 HHB = HHB * HH’HBd)561 CONTINUER = V(K) /(COS(ALFH(K>) + COS(BEIA(K)))HA(K) = R*(TAI(Kd) - HHA)HB(K) = R’dBKKd) - HHB)DAd) = HAd)08(1) = HB(1)IF (K-1) 570,573,559569 OA(K) = OA(K-l) * HA(K) _ _ ___08(K) = OB(K-l) + HB(K)570 CONTINUE00 580 J — 2,N _ — .. . . . . —.580 W(J) = H(J)*57.2958 *.001 PRINT 620620 FORMAT (///2X,18HCOHPUTED STRUCTURE // 9X,5HLAYER, 6X,8HVEL0CdY1 ,6X,11HTHICKNESS A, 4X,IIHTHICKNESS B,8X,?HniP,1CX,thdepth A,2 8X,7H0EPTH B //)
PRINT 625, I,V(I),HA(I),HP(I),DA(I),09(1)625 FORMAT (I12,3̂15.2,15X,2F15.2). . IF (N-2) .632,632,627_- .    --627 NN = N-1PRINT 630,(I,V(I),HA(I),HR(I),W(I),0A(T),09(1), 1=2,NM)630 FORMAT dl2,6F15.2)___  - -.- -632 PRINT 635, N,V(N),W(N)635 FCRMAT(I12,F15.2,30X,FI5.2)_ PRINT 638 - — - -      —638 FORMAT (' DECIMAL PLACES DO NOT NECESSARILY HAVE SIGNIFICANCE') GO TO 400
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640 CONTINUE 1000 CALL EXIT ENO
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Bison Data
Ambrose Creek #1.B
Appendix III 
SEISMIC DATA
T9N, R19W, NWiNWiSBi Sec. 24
Distance 
5 ft. 
10 ft. 
20 ft. 
30 ft. 
40 ft.
50 ft.
75 ft. 
100 ft.
150 ft.
200 ft.
Time 
.0036 sec. 
.0085 sec. 
.0175 sec. 
.0175 sec. 
.0225 sec.
1.
2.
Velocity 
V ,  = 1300*/sec. 
Vg = 4000*/sec
Interpretation 
(Two layers)
Thickness Geology
8* Dry recent colluvium
>75' Dry Cenozoic deposits
250 ft. 
300 ft.
.0253 sec.
.0323 sec. 
.0386 sec. 
.0522 sec. 
.0606 sec. 
.0754 sec. 
.0866 sec.
Ambrose Creek #2B
Sheep Creek #1B
T9N, R19W, on road near section line between
Sections 12 and 13
Distance Time Interpretation
10 ft. .0085 sec. (Three layers)
15 ft. .0130 sec. Velocity Thickness Geology
20 ft. .0175 sec. 1. llOO'/sec. 10' Dry recent colluvium
30 ft. .0230 sec. 2. 5200'/sec. 35' Water saturated
40 ft. .0245 sec. alluvium
50 ft. .0272 sec. 3. 8400'/sec. >40' Fractured igneous
75 ft. .0325 sec. bedrock
100 ft. .0365 sec.
150 ft. .0435 sec.
200 ft. .0495 sec.
T9N, R19W, NWiSWiSB^ Sec. 15
Distance Time
10 ft. .009 sec.
20 ft. .016 sec.
50 ft. .028 sec. 1
100 ft. .048 sec. 2
150 ft. .063 sec. 3
200 ft. .069 sec.
250 ft. .098 sec.
300 ft. .108 sec.
350 ft. .118 sec.
400 ft. .128 sec.
Velocity 
. 1200'/sec.
, 4700'/sec. 
, 8500'/sec.
Interpretation 
(Three layers)
Thickness Geology
Dry recent colluvium 
Dry Cenozoic deposits 
Water bearing Ter­
tiary sediments
27'
110'
>75'
103
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1.04
450 ft. .136 sec. 
500 ft. .142 sec. 
560 ft. .196 sec.
Sheep Creek #2B
Distance Time
10 ft. .013 sec.
20 ft. .025 sec.
50 ft. .045 sec.
100 ft. .058 sec.
150 ft. .066 sec.
200 ft. .068 sec.
250 ft. .074 sec.
300 ft. .080 sec.
350 ft. .084 sec.
400 ft. .089 sec.
450 ft. .099 sec.
500 ft. .102 sec.
Sheep Greek #3B
Distance Time
10 ft. .0088 sec.
20 ft. .0149 sec.
50 ft. .0262 sec.
100 ft. .042 sec.
150 ft. .054 sec.
200 ft. .056 sec.
250 ft. .068 sec.
300 ft. .075 sec.
T9N, R19W, NW^NEiSWi Sec. 22
Velocity
1. 800'/sec.
2. 4100'/sec.
3. 11800'/sec.
Interpretation 
(Three layers) 
Thickness Geology
13'
47*
> 100'
Dry recent colluvium 
Dry Cenozoic deposits 
Metamorphic bedrock
T9N, R19W, NWiNWiSWi Sec. 15
Velocity
1. 1000'/sec.
2. 3300'/sec.
3. 8500'/sec.
Interpretation 
(Three layers)
Thickness Geology
3' Dry recent colluvium
55' Dry Cenozoic deposits
>50' Water bearing Ter­
tiary sediments
Kootenai Creek #1B T9N, R20W, SB^WiNWi Sec. 17
Geophone 2 at west end of survey. Geophone 1 265' east of Geophone 2. 
Distance with respect to Geophone 1 (- is east, + is west).
Distance 
-100 ft.
- 80 ft.
- 60 ft.
- 40 ft.
- 20 ft.
Timed ) 
.0478 sec. 
.0414 sec. 
.0366 sec. 
.0315 sec. 
.0183 sec.
Time(2) 
.095 sec, 
.0925 sec. 
.091 sec. 
.087 sec. 
.087 sec.
10 ft. 
5 ft. 
0 ft. 
5 ft. 
15 ft.
.0093 sec. 
.0043 sec.
.0053 sec. 
.0140 sec.
.084 sec. 
•086 sec.
+ 25 ft. 
+ 40 ft. 
+ 60 ft.
+ 80 ft.
.0255 sec. 
.0321 sec.
.0391 sec. 
.0426 sec.
.079 sec, 
.077 sec. 
.0754 sec. 
.0718 sec.
Interpretation 
(Four layers) 
Velocity Thickness
d) (2)
1. 800'/sec. 9' 9'
2. 3300'/sec. 40' 47'
3. 7750'/sec. 
4.10600'/sec.
Geology
Dry colluvium 
Dry Cenozoic 
deposits 
69' Water bearing
Tertiary deposits 
Frontal Zone 
Gneiss
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+100 ft. .0486 sec. .0690 sec.
+120 ft. .0558 sec. .0662 sec.
+140 ft. .0580 sec. .0610 sec.
+160 ft. .0646 sec. .0538 sec.
+180 ft. .0662 sec. .0482 sec.
+200 ft. .0694 sec. .0418 sec.
+220 ft. .0714 sec. .03^ sec.
+240 ft. .0730 sec. .0302 sec.
+260 ft. .0762 sec. .0070 sec.
+280 ft. .0790 sec. -
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T.B.
Ambrose Creek 3T f.
T9N, RI9W, 1320' west of section 
corner on section line between 
Sec. 2 ond II.
Gain • 30 
Filters - Brood 
LC ■ 20 
HC • 48
Interpretation is in Fig. 19.
Kootenai Creek IT f.
T9N, R20W, SE1/4SWI/4NWI/4 
Sec. 17
Line location same as KCIB.
Gain • 20 
Filters out
Interpretation is in Fig. 18.
Ambrose Creek 31 r
Stiot point 1180' west of AC3T 
forward
Gain « 30 
Filters - Broad 
LC » 20 
HC '  48
Interpretation is in Fig. 19.
Ambrose Creek 4 1  f.
Same stiot point as AC3T reverse
Gain = 30 
Filters - Broad 
LC = 20 
HC ■= 48
Interpretation is in Fig. 19.
' .';V  Vi'"'«.J 1 f
• ̂  I
T.B.
' «'"VtvAy  ^ '
.06
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TB
Kootenai Creek 2T r.
T9N, R20W, Sec. 17 
Shot location 1170' east of 
KC IT f
Gain ■ 20 
Filters out
Kootenai Creek 3T f.
Same shot point as KC IT r.
Gain • 20 
Filters out
Interpretation is in Fig. 18.
o 898
• 224
P
C  396
S 620
91068o 1292
to 60
Timing lines on seismic records on p. 106 and 10? are 10 
milliseconds apart.
107
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KOOTENAI CREEK 6T 
T9N, R20W, SEC. 16 
440' WEST OF CENTER 
OF SECTION
PLAYBACK OF TAPE 21372
I  =SUOUQ u Q UQU g o  9-9 9999-9-
WILDLIFE REFUGE (WRJ 2 
T9N, R20W, NWSESE 
SEC. 3
PLAYBACK OF TAPE 21363
oas.8g8.ss8 as a
WILDLIFE REFUGE (WR) 6 
T9N, R20W, NE SECTION 
CORNER SEC. 3
PLAYBACK OF TAPE 21367
laiiKsâiss
I
12350)
â 'Hi
I
1.9 »
Variable area presentation of three reflection records filtered 
at 10-45 Hz. Event A. Reflection from base of Cenozoic sediments, 
Event B. Intra-Frontal Zone Gneiss reflection. Event C. Reflec­
tion from base of P^ontal Zone Gneiss (?). Calculated depths 
below surface in parentheses.
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BEDROCK TOPOGRAPHY MAP 
OF THE BITTERROOT VALLEY
TUN
TION
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